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Pronunciation and
Transliteration Chart

Arabic Pronunciation Transliterated
script form

short ‘a’, as in cat a

longer ‘a’, as in cab (not as in 4G cake)
a /b/ as in bell, rubber and tab b

a /t/ as in tap, mustard and sit t

takes the sound of
the preceding h ort (whendiacritical mark sometimes ending. . ; followed by6 in h (when in pausal form): ah, ih
. another Arabic

or ooh; or atu(n), ati(n) or ata(n)
. word)when uninterrupted

o /th/ as in thing, maths and wealth th

a /j/ as injam, ajar and age j
a ‘harsher’ sound than the English

c initial /h/, and may occur medially h
and in word-final position as well

as in Bach (in German); may
c occur initially and medially as kh

well
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Arabic
script

Pronunciation Transliterated
form

/d/ as in do, muddy and red d

as in this, father and smooth dh

/r/ as in raw, aridad war; may
also be a rolled ‘r’, as pronounced

in Spanish
/z/ as in zoo, easy and gaze
/s/ as in so, messy and grass
as in ship, ashes and rush

no close equivalent in English, but
may be approximated by

pronouncing it as /sw/ or /s/
farther back in the mouth

no close equivalent in English, but
may be approximated by

pronouncing it as /d/ farther back
in the mouth

no close equivalent in English, but
may be approximated by

pronouncing it as /t/ farther back
in the mouth

no close equivalent in English, but
may be approximated by

pronouncing ‘the’ farther back in

_ the mouth
nn elace annivalant in Enalich: a

dh

VwilvVvow aun a

guttural sound in the back of the
throat

no close equivalent in English, but
may be closely approximated by
pronouncing it like the French /r/ gh

in ‘rouge’
/f/ as infill, effort and muff f

5!
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Arabic Pronunciation Transliterated
script form

no close equivalent in English, but
may be approximated by

pronouncing it as /k/ farther back qd

in the mouth
a /k/ as in king, buckle and tack k

/V/ as in lap, halo; in the wordJ Allah, it becomes velarized as in l
ball

e /mn/'as in men, simple and ram m

QO /n/ as in net, ant and can n

/h/ as in hat; unlike /h/ in English,
4-o A in

Arabic
/b/ is

pronounced
in

h
medial and word-final positions as

well

3 as in wet and away Ww

3 long ‘u’, as in boot and too 00

S as in yard and mayo y

iS long ‘e’, as in eat, beefand see ee

glottal stop: may be closely
approximated by pronouncing it

(omitted in
like ‘t’ in the Cockney English

pronunciation of butter: bu’er, or
the stop sound in uh-oh!

initial position)

Diphtnongs
Arabic Pronunciation Transliterated
script form
9 «3h long ‘o’, as in owe, boat and go au, aw

ga «gl long ‘a’, as in aid, rain and say ay, ai, ei
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Diacritical marks (tashkeel)
Name of Pronunciation Transliterated
mark form

very short ‘a’ or schwa 4
fathah (unstressed vowel)

o shorter version of ee or schwa

kasrah (unstressed vowel)
"

4s

shorter version of 00 u
dammah

a doubled consonant is stressed in
the word, and the length of the double letter

shaddah sound is also doubled

sukoon
no vowel sound between

consonants or at the end of a word
absence of
vowel



A\rabic honorific symbols
used in this book

a): Subhdnahu wa Ta‘dla — “The Exalted”

(#): Salla-Allahu ‘alayhi wa sallam — “Blessings and peace
be upon him”

(3): ‘Alayhis-salam — “May peace be upon him”

(ef): Radiya-Allahu ‘anhu — “May Allah be pleased with him”

(&;,): Radiya-Allahu ‘anhé — “May Allah be pleased with her”
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About theWord Lord

One word Jord in English has several related meanings.
The original meaning is ‘master’ or ‘ruler’, and in this sense it is
often used to refer to human beings: ‘the Jord of the mansion’ or
‘Lord So-and-So’ (in the United Kingdom, for example). The word
Lordwith a capital L 1s used in the lexicon of Islam to refer to the One
and Only God — Allah. In Islam, there is no ambiguity about the

meaning of this word. While it is true that one may occasionally use

the word Jord (whether capitalized or not) to refer to a human being,
in Islamic discourse the reference of this term is always clear from
the context. Whereas for Christians, Hindus and other polytheists,
the word Lordwitha capital Lmay refer to Allah, to Jesus or to some

imagined deity, for Muslims, there can be no plurality ofmeaning.
Allah alone is the Lord, and the Lord is Allah — not Jesus, not Rama,
not any other being.

The Editor
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Publisher’s Note

ean praise and thanks belong to Allah alone, the One,
the Almighty andAll-Merciful. Blessings and peace be upon Prophet
Muhammad, the last ofHis Messengers and Prophets, and upon his

family, his Companions and all those who follow in his footsteps
until the end of time.

The concept of entertainment is rather unclear in the minds
of most,of the Muslims. On one hand, there are aspects that are

clearly forbidden, but on the other hand, there are avenues that
can be explored by those looking for some permissible means of
recreation.

In Having Fun the Halal Way, Ismail Kamdar has explained,
in detail, the exact stance of Islam with regard to entertainment. He
has clearly identified areas that are out-of-bounds for practicing
Muslims; also, he has specified activities that they can enjoy in their
leisure time.

We hope that the suggestions in this book will enable the

reader to clearly assess his or her pursuit of recreational activities
and use the guidelines given here to take a balanced approach of the

subject of entertainment.
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MayAllah accept the efforts ofall those who have contnibuted
to the production of this book, and may it be acceptable to Him,
ameen.

Muhammad Abdul Mohsin Al-Tuwaijri
Managing Director
International Islamic Publishing House

Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
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praise is due to Allah (Subhanahu wa Ta‘élé —

Glorified and Exalted is He), who has legislated for us a religion
which is balanced and easy to practise. May His peace and blessings
descend upon His final messenger, the mercy to the universe,
Muhammad (salla Allahu ‘alayhi wa sallam — blessings and peace
be upon him) and all those who follow his way until the last day.

We live in a time in which, for many people, entertainment
has become the most important aspect of life. Indeed, it would
not be too far-fetched to state that many people today worship
entertainment and entertainers. The music, television and movie
industries are the highest generators of income for many leading
countries; the actors and singers involved are worshipped by many
in a very literal sense.

It is for this reason, among others, that it is important
for Muslims to be well-acquainted with the Islamic stance on
entertainment in its various forms, so that they are able to cope with
this situation. There is, however, another important reason for my
having chosen to research and write about this topic.

In light of the current entertainment culture (commonly called

pop culture), many Muslim parents find themselves in a dilemma
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regarding their children’s access to entertainment. In general, two
extremes have developed and been adopted, both of which lead to

negative results.

The first extreme is of*those who are overawéd by the

technological progress of the West and disheartened by the failure
of Muslims in this area (and in all justice, we have been a failure
in this area). This low self-esteem has led Muslims to embrace the

Western entertainment-oriented lifestyle completely, so much so

that it is not unusual.to find Muslim homes with multiple television
sets and video game machines, with no restrictions as to what kind
ofmovies, songs or games are played. This is common in the homes
ofmany who are ignorant of Islamic laws, suffering from low self-

esteem, or simply very hedonistic in their lifestyles.
The negative effect of this is all too obvious, and one can see

the repercussions everywhere. Muslims become brainwashed by the

media to such an extent that it becomes impossible to distinguish
them from the disbelievers. Muhammad Salih al-Munajjid has

commented on the effect of raising children in this manner:

I also know of people at the other extreme, who refuse to get
involved in their children’s affairs at all, claiming that the
childwill not be convinced that a mistake is a mistake or a sin
is a sin unless he does it and then finds out for himself that it
is a mistake. This deviant idea comes from being weaned on
ideas ofwestern philosophy and notions of absolute freedom.
Some of them give their child free rein, fearing that the child
may start to hate them, saying: I will earn his love whatever
he does. Some of them give the child free rein as a reaction
to their own over-strict upbringings, thinking that they have
to do the absolute opposite with their own children. Some of
them take this stupid attitude to extremes by saying: Let our
sons and daughters enjoy their youth as they wish. Do these

people not think that their children might pull on their clothes
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on the Day ofResurrection and say: O my father, why did you
leave me in sin?!

Such Muslims are busy with television, video games, movies,
music and sports. They are also engrossed in earning money in order
to indulge in such things, to the extent that they have no time to
even think about Allah (38) or Islam, let alone study or practise their

religion. Allah (3%) has described sucha state in many places in the

Qur’an, such as:

SD ey o> Agi

mod 3 de bth Ie MalianSe
as tad

(A= \ aSSWS)

€Competition in [worldly] increase diverts you, until you visit the
graveyards. No! You are going to know. Then no! You are going to
know. No! If you only knew with knowledge of certainty, you will
surely see the hellfire. Then you will surely see it with the eye of
certainty. Then you will surely be asked that day about pleasure.)

(Qur’an 102: 1-8)
The other extreme is of those who fear Allah (8) but, due to

ignorance or blind following ofcertain schools ofthought or scholars,
have totally rejected the idea of entertainment. Indeed, it is human
nature to completely turn away from something which appears to

be a cause of great evil. However, this hatred for entertainment
has been taken by some to an unnatural extreme, which has had

negative psychological effects on the youth and children raised in
such households.

The youngsters in such homes are prohibited from enjoying
any form of entertainment, whether inside the house or outside.
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They are taught that they should spend all their time worshipping
Allah (4%), since that is what humans have been created for. (It is,
indeed, the purpose ofour creation; however, Allah (38) has legislated
for us a balanced religion). This is an unnatural state, similar to that

of monks and their monasticism. All human beings have a natural
desire to enjoy themselves and have fun. If such desires are overly
suppressed, they can push an individual over the edge. I have often
observed that such suppression leads to the youngsters becoming
rebellious and turning to the worst forms of entertainment to try
and satisfy their suppressed desires. One can routinely come across

youths who hail from practising Muslim homes, yet who smoke,
take drugs and are addicted to pornography.

Such observations clearlyelucidate theneed for and importance
of a book on this topic. If we want to overcome the entertainment
revolution without going to an unnatural extreme, we will have to

learn and understand the true teachings of Islam regarding it. Islam
is a complete way of life, which guides us on every issue. It is an

easy and balanced religion, well in tune with ourfitrah (the natural
inclination instilled by Allah). One should not be surprised to find
that the Islamic view on entertainment is practical, easy to follow,
and balanced between the aforementioned two extremes.

I ask Allah (8€) to guide me in writing this, to accept it and
make it a means ofguidance and benefit for others. I besegch Him to

forgive me for any mistakes herein. I thank Allah for allowing
me to complete this book, and I thank all those people who assisted
me in doing so: Dr Abu Ameenah Bilal Philips and Sister Umm
Yusuf for assisting me with the editing, and my wife Farzana for her

support, advice and encouragement. Everything good in this book
is from Allah (38); all the mistakes therein are from me or the devil.
Verily, only Allah (88) is all-perfect and free from making mistakes.

(38)
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Chapter One

Some basic principles of figh
(Jslamic jurisprudence)

CBeiore delving into the topic at hand, it is important
to clarify a few basic principles that I have used to formulate my
opinions mentioned in this book. The first point I wish to make is
that this book will definitely have either mistakes or points that you
may not agree with. Indeed, it is impossible to delve into the area of
fiqh and not make mistakes. However, qualified scholars or students
of knowledge who are sincere, follow the general principles, and

struggle to find the right answer, will be rewarded even if the final
conclusion is wrong. If they later discover or are made aware of a
mistake, though, they must immediately publicly retract the earlier
mistaken position and state clearly the corrected view.

‘Amr ibn al-‘As (radiya Alléhu ‘anhu — may Allah be pleased
with him) narrated that he heard the Prophet (38) say: « If a judge
passes judgement, having striven to reach a decision, and he gets
it right, he will have two rewards. If he passes judgement, having
striven to reach a decision, and he gets it wrong, he will have one

reward. »» (Muslim)
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This is why it is not permissible to blindly follow anyone other

than the Prophet (3), especially when one knows that the person
he or she is following is wrong. Every scholar makes mistakes,
so one should try to follow the best opinion on an issue and not

cling to the view of one’s madh-hab (school of juristic thought) or

shaykh (teacher or scholar). Of course, it is permissible to follow
the ruling of a scholar that you trust in an area where you lack

knowledge, until you become knowledgeable enough to decide for

yourself. This is why I say that it is not permissible for anybody
to blindly follow my opinions on specific issues in this book.
I invite them to research the discussed issues further if they feel

my evidence is not strong enough.
This leads me to my next point: the method I will be using

in this book will be that of the nghteous predecessors. I am not
biased towards or against any madh-hab or scholar. The rulings here
are based on the sources of Islamic law using the principles of figh.
Any differences in the schools of thought will be discussed in light
of the evidence.

Sources of Jslamic law
The agreed-upon sources of Islamic law are as follows, in the

order presented:

1) The Qur’an °

2) The Sunnah (the practice and collected sayings of Prophet
Muhammad)

The Qur’an and Sunnah go hand in hand. The Sunnah explains
the general rulings in the Qur’an, thus making them specific. It must
be noted that, in Islamic law, the Sunnah is regarded as having
weight equal to the Qur’an since both are Allah’s revelation; as

such, any ruling mentioned in either must be submitted to and

obeyed by all the Muslims. In Sharia (Islamic law), the Sunnah
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complements the Qur’an and cannot be used as a replacement
for the Qur’an. Similarly, deriving a verdict by referring to the
words of the Qur’an without cross-checking it by reference to
the explanation of the Qur’an through authentic hadiths (statements
or action of Prophet Muhammad that were remembered and
recorded by his Companions and followers) is wrong. I mention
this because, with regard to many issues that will be discussed
in this book, the argument of some ignorant people is: “But it is just
a hadith; it does not appear in the Qur’an.” This argument is baseless
in Islam, as Allah (8) has commanded us:

Cy Se Kgl Uy obs UOT Kis GG.)

(V BY Be bye)

whatever the Messenger has given you — take; and what he
has forbidden you — refrain from...) (Qur’an 59: 7)

| ley

And

3) Lima‘ (scholarly consensus)

Any issue upon which the scholars among the Companions
of the Prophet (3) agreed is binding upon us. They lived with the

Prophet (32) and understood Islam best, so if they agreed upon a

ruling, it has to be correct. This is supported by the following hadith:

The Prophet (3) said: «My nation will not unite on

misguidance... » (Recorded by Ibn Majah and at-Tabarani with
a sound chain of narrators)

4) Qiyds (analogy)
If a ruling cannot be deduced from the aforementioned

three sources, Islam has allowed deduction based on the principles
extracted from these same sources. An example of this would be

the prohibition of smoking cigarettes. There is no Qur’anic verse

or hadith that states that smoking is prohibited. However, Allah (#8)
tells us:
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(140 BY ial (®.-.Slat (ab Gs.)
«...do not throw [yourselves] with your [own] hands into

destruction...) (Qur'an 2: 195)

Also, there are many hadiths that instruct the Muslims to

avoid all those things which might harm them. Considering these,
and the fact that smoking is extremely harmful and a cause of
cancer and death, scholars have deduced that smoking cigarettes
is prohibited.

These are the four agreed-upon sources of Islamic law. Of
course, there are many other sources, but the scholars differ in the

acceptability of their usage, so we shall stick to these four.

Basic Principles
There are certain basic principles that are used when deducing

Islamic rulings; I will mention here only those principles that are

relevant to our topic.
It is important, however, to first make a distinction between

Sharia and fiqh, both of which are often translated into English
as ‘Islamic law’. Sharia refers to the main body of laws clearly
mentioned in the Qur’an and Sunnah, which are fixed and agreed
upon. These laws are unchangeable because the nature of human

beings is constant. Hence, the basic duties of a human will never
change. Laws that fall into this category include the command to
fulfil the five pillars of Islam and the prohibition of fornication,
adultery and homosexuality.

Figh refers to secondary laws for which Allah (4), in His
infinite mercy, has left only general guidelines. Scholars differ

regarding these laws; they are quite flexible and can change according
to circumstances. The wisdom behind this is to ensure that, through
fiqh, Islam remains flexible and applicable in all eras and cultures.
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Islam recognises that even though humans do not change, their
cultures, circumstances and technological levels do change. Hence,
Allah (8) has left these areas with general guidelines which we

operate under. It is these guidelines that the scholars refer to as the

principles of fiqh. Some of the principles that concern us here are
as follows:

1. The general principle in Islam regarding the things of this
world (including entertainment) is that everything is Aaldl
(permitted according to Islamic law) unless proven hardm
(forbidden according to Islamic law). Regarding acts of
worship, it is the opposite; everything is bid ‘ah (undesirable
innovation) and haram unless proven to be permissible.
Based on this principle, one must bear in mind that a form
of entertainment can be declared prohibited only if there
is substantial evidence from the Qur’an or Sunnah.

There are many proofs from which this principle has been

deduced, including the following explicit hadith:

The Prophet (4) said: « The lawful is that which Allah (8)
has made lawful for you, and the prohibited is that which
is prohibited in His Book; that concerning which He is

silent, He has permitted as a mercy to you. » (Bukhari, Ibn

Majah and at-Tirmidhi)

By default, every worldly action is permissible unless one

finds sufficient evidence to prove that it is prohibited.

2. Anything that distracts a person from his or her religious
duties is haram. Using this principle, playing soccer is

considered halal, but if it leads a person to miss the prayers,
dress in an unsuitable manner or use offensive language,
it becomes harém for that individual. This is an example
ofhowa figh ruling can vary from person to person.
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A proof of this is in a chapter in the Qur’an called ar-

Takdthur (Rivalry in worldly increase):
” 7 20 ee an ~ 3(BRE GS Sd)

(YY SSIS Bye)

fF) ¢ OS
«Competition in [worldly] increase diverts you, until you
visit the graveyards.) (Qur’an 102; 1-2)

Ibn Qayyim points out that Allah (8%) uses the word
‘divert’ and not ‘busy’ because it is possible for a person
to be busy with the world but still remember Allah (8).
However, when the permissible things of this world
becomea distraction fromAllah they become haram,
and this verse applies to such a situation.’

36);

. Thereare five categories ofactions according to fiqh. These
are: fard (compulsory), sunnah (recommended), mubdh

(permissible), makrooh (disliked) and hardadm (prohibited).
Iwill, therefore, attempt to place each form ofentertainment
into one of these categories. A person only falls into sin

by doing something that is haram or neglecting something
that is fard.

. The Sharia aims to preserve five things: Religion (meaning
Islam), life, intellect, the human race and the economy. Any
form ofentertainment that affects any of these in a negative
manner would generally be categorised as haram. On the
other hand, if it benefits any of them, then it would be

categorised as sunnah as long as it has no traces ofharam.

. Anything without value or benefit is regarded as a waste
of time. Such a thing is not haram in itself; however, it
can become harém if one indulges in it excessively.
Generally, things that waste time are regarded as makrooh.
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Muhammad Salih al-Munajjid gives the following advice

regarding entertainment for children:

Make sure that your children’s play is both entertaining
and purposeful. Give them a special playroom, or at least
a cupboard for their toys, where they can keep their toys
tidy. Avoid toys that go against shari’ah, like musical
instruments, or toys that have crosses or them, or games
containing dice.‘

6. Scholars extract multiple rulings from one

hadith. Therefore, some hadiths are quoted more than

once in this book, when they are relevant to more than
one topic.

sometimes

There are many other principles and important issues that one
should learn concerning the nature and history of fiqh; however,
that is not the topic of this book.
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ChapterTwo

The Western concept
of entertainment

CBetore discussing the rulings on specific forms of
entertainment, it is important that we understand the Islamic and
Western concepts of entertainment and its place in both ways of life.

Entertainment can be defined as an activity designed to give
people a diversion. Entertainment tends to be passive; certain forms
of entertainment which involve active participation, like reading and

engaging in sports, belong to a subcategory known as recreation.

It is important to note that human beings have been discovering
various avenues to entertain themselves throughout history. The idea

oneselfwith from themundane ispartofhuman
nature and has always existed. Although it is a natural trait, humans
tend to go to extremes in fulfilling their desires. We find various

examples of this trend in themodernWestern entertainment industry.

adiversionofenjoying

The entertainment industry has reached a peak in the modern
world unlike in any previous period in history. The content is so

diverse that it is possible for people to entertain themselves almost

continuously for years on end, andwe findpeople increasinglymoving
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in this direction. Addiction to television, movies, video games and

music is commonplace. Peoplewalk with their headphones connected
to their iPods, PlayStation portables (PSPs) and other portable forms
of entertainment. Indeed, many people today live for entertainment.

This boom in the entertainment industry has two main causes.
The first of these is the advancement of technology in recent history,
hence allowing humans to create previously unimaginable forms of
entertainment. The second is the Western ideology of life itself. In

fact, the average Westerner, under the banner of secular democracy
(meaning rule by the people, without interference from religion),
has been raised to believe that one’s purpose in life is only to enjoy
oneself. The commonly-quoted saying, “You only live once, so make
the most of it,” means that one should enjoy this world as much as

possible, since there is no second chance.

This ideology will undoubtedly cause people to live their
lives for entertainment. Thus, the goal of the average Westerner is to

enjoy life with every possible form of entertainment and to make as

much money as possible in order to acquire more expensive forms
of entertainment. Their goal is essentially entertainment, and the
means towards such a goal is to make money. Thus, one can say that
the most commonly worshipped idols on earth today are money and
entertainment. Allah (38) says in the Qur’an:

Cy alle 555 Soll ys Ag 5h)
(2 AY! 8+)ou
«Have you seen the one who takes as his god his own desire? Then
would you be responsible for him?) (Qur’an 25: 43)

Since such people believe in secularism, they have divorced
religion from their lives. As a result, all the moral boundaries in the

way of attaining such a goal are discarded. The result is what we
see today: people are willing to go to any means necessary to earn
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money. They are inventing various forms of entertainment with no
moral limits. This has led to the spread of such evils as pornography,
homosexuality, casual sex and many other open vices.

When we explore the Islamic view of entertainment, the

problems with the Western concept will become clear; however,
I wish to draw the reader’s attention to certain verses in the Qur’an
which describe the lifestyle of the disbeliever exactly as mentioned
above. This shows the relevance of the Qur’an to every day and age;
this is part of the miraculous nature of the Qur’an. It is the right of
Allah (88) that every human studies and ponders the Qur’an, so that
its guidance can become manifest in our lives.
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€And the worldly life is not but amusement and diversion; but the
home of the hereafter is best for those who fear Allah (8), so will
you not reason?) (Qur’an 6; 32)

In this verse, Allah (8) has informed us that those who centre
their lives around Him will have the best of the afterlife. At the same

time, He has explained what people who shun Allah (8) do with
their time: nothing but entertainment. Allah (4%) then invites us to

think about this and to ask ourselves: do we understand that paradise
is far greater than this world? Is it sensible to exchange the greatest
ofAllah’s gifts, an eternal life of fun and entertainment in paradise,
for something which is insignificant in comparison to it? Indeed,

only a fool allows oneself to be distracted from Allah (8%) and

paradise by the temporary enjoyments of this world.
vee
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(Who took their religion as distraction and amusement and whom
the worldly life deluded. So today We will forget them just as they
forgot the meeting of this day of theirs and for having rejected
Our verses.) . (Qur’an 7: 51)

This verse is a stern warning to all those people who ignore
Allah (3) and indulge themselves in this world. In fact, in this

verse, Allah (38) calls entertainment their deen (religion or way of
life), showing that some people will indeed make entertainment
their goal in life as we see today. Such people will be ignored by
Allah (8%) in the afterlife. They will be in the hellfire where they
will scream for help, but nobody will care to respond since they
ignored their duties to Allah in this life. We ask Allah (8) to
save us from being among them.

(36)

These are just two of many verses in the Qur’an which
condemn this lifestyle and, likewise, its miserable end. Indeed,
we were created for a much greater purpose than to just indulge
ourselves in this world, as will be explained in the next chapter.
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Chapter Three

The Jslamic view
of entertainment

A, Muslims, we know that there is much more to life
than enjoyment and diversions. In fact, Allah (4%) tells us in the

Qur’an:
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{And We did not create the heaven and earth and that between them
in play.} (Qur’an 21: 16)

|
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Ifwe humans cannot even manufacture the smallest of things
without a reason or purpose, it is ludicrous to believe that Allah (48)
would create this entire universe without any purpose or reason.

Allah (8) clearly tells us in the Qur’an:
(OT BY) Sy) C@® 09405 VY Goyly GAT Cale 5)\3

€AndI did not create the jinn and mankind except to worship Me.)
(Qur’an 51: 56)

Thus, our purpose in life is clear: to worship Allah
Almighty (8). He has given usa free will, so we worship by choice.
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If we fulfil our divine purpose, He will reward us with paradise. If
we ignore it, He will cast us into hellfire, just as we cast our useless
items into the garbage dump. Allah (3%) does not need us; rather, we
need Him and His mercy.

However, before I move on, it is important that we understand
what is meant here by worship. In Islam, worship is a broad term

which is not restricted to rituals. The Arabic word for worship here

is ‘ibddah, which can also be translated as servitude or slavery. This
means thatwe are supposed to behave on earth as slaves ofAllah (88),
doing what He wants and staying away from all that displeases Him.
Another word that can be used to describe our duty to Allah is
the word ‘Islam’ itself, which can be translated as ‘surrender and

submission to the will ofAllah (48)’. This understanding is important
because it shows us that we do not have to pray all day to fulfil our

purpose in life. Rather, if we live our lives within the boundaries
set by Allah (46), fulfilling our obligations towards Him and staying
away from His prohibitions, with the intention to please Him, our
every act becomes an ‘ibadah (act of worship)! For instance, our

sleep can be an act ofworship, our eating can be an act ofworship,
and even entertaining ourselves within the boundaries of Islam
can be an act of worship. This is the correct understanding of our
purpose in life.

(35)

If our purpose in life is to worship Allah (3%), how does
entertainment fit into the equation? Should we not be serious all
the time, worried about the afterlife and praying to Allah If
we were doing so, it would be the ideal scenario. There would be
no difference between us and the angels. However, Allah has
created humans with different needs and defined the boundaries
within which they can fulfil them. One such need is for entertainment
or recreation. True Muslims spend their time wisely, doing only
what pleases Allah (3%). However, wise Muslims know how to
maintain balance in life. They know that if they do not take a break

(88)?

(36)
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every now and then, to rest and enjoy Allah’s blessings, this can
lead to negative results such as losing their energy, being unable to
continue in their worship or even developing a mental illness. Wise
believers take breaks from their daily worship to enjoy some of the
things which Allah (88) has made permissible, with the intention of
recharging their energy levels in order to worship Allah (3%) even
better. Following this logic, entertaining oneself in a permissible
manner becomes an act ofworship and is rewarded.

One should note, though, that even without that intention,
entertaining oneselfwith something permissible is not frowned upon
in Islam if done in moderation. However, Ibn Qayyim has pointed
out that to reach the higher levels of piety, one should voluntarily
stay away from the permissible but futile actions and instead involve
oneselfwith those that bring rewards.’ It is not permissible to force

this abstinence on others, though, since this is something that should

be done voluntarily; all humans differ in their levels of piety and

worldly needs.

The Islamic concept of entertainment is that it is a natural

human desire which can be fulfilled within the boundaries of
Allah but it is not the sole goal or purpose of a Muslim in and

of itself. Here we note a few differences between our understanding
of entertainment and that of the West. Firstly, for Muslims,
entertainment is not a goal in itself; it is a blessing from Allah (#8)
to be enjoyed. Secondly, entertainment in Islam has limits set by
Allah (4), which must be firmly adhered to.

(3)

These factors distinguish between the practising Muslim and

the average Westerner. Both entertain themselves, yet a Muslim

earns numerous rewards for obeying Allah (8%), while a Westerner

incurs the wrath of Allah (4%) by forgetting Him and crossing the

limits of permissible entertainment. The difference is vast because

it involves the purpose of existence itself.
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I will now state some general proofs for the permissibility
of entertaining oneself and enjoying all that is allowed. This is

especially for the benefit of those who, in their ignorance, go to the

extreme of declaring most, ifnot all, forms of entertainment to be

forbidden, making Islam difficult for themselves and others.

1. There is a principle in Islam that states that following the

religion is easy. Scholars of Islam have agreed that the

general principle is that everything is permissible unless

proven otherwise. Hence, the burden of proof actually
falls on those who say entertainment is prohibited. The
following verses prove this principle:

(@.Fob ey Sa Ng ey BT Aya)
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¢...Allah intends for you ease and does not intend for you
hardship...) (Our’an 2: 185)
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«...has not placed upon you in the religion any
difficulty...) (Qur’an 22: 78)

The following hadith also proves this principle:
The Prophet (3) said: « Religion is very ,easy, and
whoever overburdens himself in his religion will not
be able to continue in that way. So you should not be

extremists, but aim to be near to perfection and receive
the good tidings that you will be rewarded; and gain
strength by worshipping in the mornings and the nights. »
(Bukhari)
In fact, Imam Bukhari named a chapter in his Sahkeeh
al-Bukhdari: “The chapter of the religion being easy.” It
contains more evidence to prove this point.
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2. Islam condemns those who prohibit the good things of this
world without

any
Y Proof

Allah
h (88).has said:e . A
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<Say: Who has forbidden the adornment of [from] Allah
which He has produced for His servants and the good
(lawful] things of provision? Say: They are for those who
believe during worldly life [but] exclusively for them on
the Day of Resurrection. Thus do We detail the verses for
a people who know. Say: My Lord has only forbidden

immoralities — what is apparent of them and what is
concealed — and sin, and oppression without right, and that

you associate with Allah that for which He has not sent
down authority, and that you say about Allah that which

you do not know.) (Qur'an 7: 32-33)

3. The Prophet (38) did not disapprove when his Companions
(may Allah be pleased with them) enjoyed themselves
with permissible activities. The following hadith is a good
example:

« It has been narrated by ‘A’ishah (radiya Allahu ‘anhé —

may Allah be pleased with her), the wife of the Prophet,
that once the Prophet Muhammad (3) came home, and
at that time, two little girls were singing songs about the

battle of Bu‘ath.* The Prophet (3) lay down on the bed
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and turned his face away. Then Abu Bakr (4) came and

scolded her, saying: These musical instruments of Satan in

the house of the Prophet ofAllah (32)! Prophet Muhammad
turned to him and said: Leave them. In the words of
‘A’ ishah (4): When Abu Bakr got busy in other matters,
I told the two girls to leave, and they left. That was the

day of [the Islamic celebration of] Eid. The Abyssinians
were playing in the mosque with shields and lances. Then
either I asked the Messenger (3%), or he himself said: Do

you want to have a look? I said yes, so he let me stand
behind him, with my cheek against his cheek, and said:

Carry on, Banu Arfidah. When I became bored, he asked:
Is that enough for you? I said yes. He said: Then you may
leave. » (Bukhari)
From this hadith, it is clear that the Prophet (48) saw nothing
wrong with his Companions entertaining themselves
with innocent songs accompanied by a hand-drum, or by
playing. He disapproved ofAbu Bakr (#2) censuring them
and instead allowed them to continue. This hadith will
play an important role in later discussions in this book.

« While some Ethiopians were playing in the presence of
the Prophet (32), ‘Umar (4) came in, picked up a stone
and hit them with it. Seeing that, the Prophet (4) said:
O ‘Umar! Allow them [to play]. Ma‘mar [the sub-narrator]
added that they were playing in the mosque. » (Bukhari)
The Prophet (32) once told a young Companion who had
married an older, previously-married woman: « Why
haven’t you marmied a virgin who would have played with
you, and you would have played with her? » (Bukhari)

. Islam is the religion of the fitrah ofhuman beings. As such,
it caters to every natural need of theirs, which includes the
need for leisure and entertainment.
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As we progress and discuss other narrations, it will become
clearer to the reader that Islam caters to a human’s needs in many
ways, and there is a lot of scope for enjoying the good things of
this life.

ZN misunderstood hadith
The Prophet (3) said: « Any act of entertainment done by

a believer is void (bdatil) except three: playing with one’s family,
training a horse and practicing shooting.» (A reliable hadith
recorded by Ahmad and at-Tirmidhi)

This narration is often misquoted to prove that all forms of
entertainment and leisure, except three, are void. In this regard, one
should note, firstly, that scholars have differed over the authenticity
of this hadith. Secondly, this is a gross misinterpretation; there is

nothing in the wording of the hadith that says that everything else
is haram. It simply states that everything else is batil (void/useless),
which means one is not rewarded for entertaining oneself except
with one of the three mentioned types, or ifone indulges in any other
form of permissible entertainment while remembering Allah ($8).
Allah (8) knows best.

Imam al-Ghazali has said regarding this hadith:

The Prophet (32) saying that these things are void does not

indicate prohibition, rather it indicates lack ofbenefit, and it is
authentically reported that the Prophet (4) enjoyed watching
the Abyssinians playing with their spears in the masjid which
is not one of these three things.’
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Chapter Four

Prohibited forms of entertainment

os n this chapter, we will discuss those forms of
entertainment that are clearly prohibited, or haram, in Islam. We will
also delve into disputed issues like the use of musical instruments.
The purpose of this is to clarify the things one should avoid. Knowing
this, one can work out what is permissible, since the prohibited
forms are few, while those which Allah (88) has allowed are many.

ANnything involving or promoting shirk
(associating partners with Allah) or kufr (disbelief)

The greatest sin that a human can commit is to give the

exclusive rights of Allah (8) to anyone other than Him. This is

known as shirk, and it can take many forms.?

We will discuss here only those forms of shirk and kufr that

are often viewed as harmless forms of entertainment, the most

common ofwhich is real magic (sihr). Islam has condemned magic
very staunchly; in fact, the Qur’an has declared as a disbeliever

every person who learns magic. Allah (4%) has said:
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¢...It was not Solomon who disbelieved, but the devils disbelieved,
teaching people magic...) (Qur’an 2: 102)

The Islamic punishment for magicians and sorcerers 1s

execution by the sword. Since magic is hated in Islam and regarded
as kufr, watching and enjoying someone else performing magic
would be, at the very least, a sin; some scholars argue that it is also
a form of kufr. Note that the above refers only to sihr and does not

include illusionary tricks such as those done with cards and ropes.
Dr. Muzammil Siddiqi, former president of the Islamic Society of
North America (ISNA), answered a question at the Islamonline.net
website about ‘magic shows’ by saying:

The word ‘magic’ has many definitions in English language.
It could mean ‘black magic’ which may include sorcery,
amulets, talismans, potions, charms, spells exorcism etc. But it
could also mean just a sleight ofhands used for entertainment.
The ‘magic shows’ generally belong to this last category and
I do not think doing such acts for the purpose ofentertainment
is haraam or makruh in Islam...

Magic in this sense or sihr, witchcraft, oracles, palmistry,
fortune telling etc. are all forbidden or haraam in Islam.

However, mere tricks for entertainment purposes should not
be called sihr in the classical sense. Through these shows
we can teach our children that they should not be deceived

by illusions. Some people may use the sleight of their hands
and make them believe that they control supernatural powers.
Children should be aware of those characters and should not
be naive to believe such people.
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Another form of shirk that is being practiced as entertainment

nowadays is fortune telling. The Prophet (4) said: « Whoever visits
a fortune-teller and believes him has disbelieved in what has been
revealed to Muhammad. » (Bukhari and Abu Dawood)

It is an act of kuff to believe a fortune-teller. It is tantamount
to shirk because one believes the fortune-teller to possess one of the
attributes of Allah (3%): knowledge of the unseen. Fortune telling
includes reading horoscopes.

ManyMuslims today argue that they only listen to the fortune-
teller or read their horoscope for fun, and they do not believe in either
of them. However, this is similar to the person who watches acts
ofmagic for fun. There is also a hadith stating a clear punishment
for this.

The Prophet (32) said: « Whoever goes to a fortune-teller and
asks him about something, his prayers will not be accepted for forty
nights. » (Muslim)

The person still has to pray during these forty days but will
get no reward for it, as a punishment for the sin. Ifhe or she does not

pray, that will be considered as a separate sin.

Finally,manyMuslims today see nothingwrongwithwatching
people indulging in acts of shirk in films. This is especially common
in Bollywood’ movies, wherein the characters worship idols and

actors sometimes play the role of Hindu gods. Yet many Muslims
watch and enjoy such films. It is forbidden to enjoy seeing anybody
doing an act of shirk, because it is compulsory for Muslims to hate

shirk and kufr and to work to remove them from society.

Fornication, adultery and whatever leads to it

Perhaps the most natural and common means of enjoyment
for humans is that of sexual intercourse. Islam caters to this need but

has set logical limits ofmodesty and chastity, and limited it to being
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between spouses. Islam condemns zind in the strongest terms. Zina
is the act of sexual intercourse outsidemarriage and involves varying
levels of sin. It includes fornication, adultery and homosexuality.
Islam has forbidden it in all its forms, as well as anything that leads
to it. Allah (4%) has warmed us in the Qur’an:
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€And do not approach unlawful sexual intercourse. Indeed, it is ever
an immorality and is evil as a way.) (Qur'an 17: 32)

This verse prohibits entering all those doors that lead to

zina. This includes lustful gazing at the opposite sex, unnecessary
intermingling and being alone with a member of the opposite sex
with whom zina is possible.

However, we find that the Western world has flung open its
doors to sexual promiscuity. As a result, sexual entertainment has
become the most famous form of entertainment, with the catch-

phrase: “Sex sells!” Yet not too long ago, even in the West, modesty
was upheld, and things that are regarded as entertainment today
would have been frowned upon.

Dr. Abu Ameenah Bilal Philips has explained this drastic

change in the following passage:

During the fifties and sixties, a sexual revolution began in the
West culminating in the removal of fornication and adultery
from the law books as punishable crimes. When modern
Western legislators analyzed fornication and marriage, they
concluded that the only difference between the two was a

piece of paper; the marriage certificate. It was only religious
influence (The Ten Commandments) that hadmade fornication

illegal. During that period lawmakers deduced a new principle
to determine the legality of sexual relations between people.
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Since rape was unanimously considered unacceptable, they
concluded that the principle of “consent” must be present for
such relations to be legally acceptable. They also all agreed
that sexual relations between adults and children were wrong
(paedophilia) since children could easily be taken advantage
ofby adults due to their immaturity. Consequently, they added
the second principle of “adulthood” for legal sexual relations.
The phrase “consenting adults” became the battle cry of the
sexual revolution resulting in an upsurge or wife swapping
parties, group,sex, sadomasochism, topless bars, etc., among
many elements of the society.'°

All of the aforementioned forms of entertainment are strictly
prohibited in Islam and should be regarded as filth. There are many
reasons why Islam has prohibited these sins; they lead to loose
morals which threaten the very fabric of family life. Disloyalty
between spouses, incest, shame, confusion in lineage and the spread
of sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) are only some of the many
reasons such acts are evil and prohibited. Sexual promiscuity also

goes against the goal ofthe Sharia to protect the progeny ofhumanity.
This is because it leads to abortions and illegitimate children, among
other evils.

Anyone who wishes to enjoy a sexual experience is most

welcome to do so with a spouse, behind closed doors; nobody else

needs to know what they do together. Islam has recommended the

most balanced, modest and natural allowance.

This category also includes watching fashion shows or ogling
at models on the catwalk. Any form of entertainment that involves

looking lustfully at the opposite sex is strictly prohibited. May
Allah (48) save us from this test of our times.
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Gambling and that which leads to it

Gambling and all its forms have been prohibited in the Qur’an
and declared as filth from the devil. Allah (4%) has said:
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arrows are but defilement from the work of Satan, so avoid it that

you may be successful.) (Qur’an 5: 90)

Gambling is the wagering of money, or something else of
material value, on an event with an uncertain outcome. The intent is
to win more than you have put in. Gambling is prohibited because
it involves taking a risk in which, most of the time, you lose your
money; you seldom win. It is an oppressive method of taking other

people’s money; it is strictly prohibited just as Islam prohibits all
forms of oppression. Gambling also goes against the principle of
preserving the economy.

Modern forms ofgambling that are common include insurance,
playing the lottery and competitions in which the participants pay
a fee, such as SMS competitions where people pay more than the

general SMS rate. Apart from insurance, other forms of gambling
are generally done for fun, and lots of people waste their time and

money in casinos.

It should be noted that, as with other major sins, anything that
leads to gambling is also forbidden. Thus, one is not allowed to visit a
casino even if one is not going to gamble. This is because it is a place
of vice, and the environment will influence a person to commit sins.

Similarly, all games that lead to gambling are makrooh

according to some scholars, and haram according to others. However,
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all scholars agree that ifplayed formoney, the game becomes haram.
This includes backgammon and card games. Games played with
dice also fall into this category, since they are based on chance and
not on skill.

The Prophet (3) said: « Hewho playswith dice [backgammon]
has disobeyed Allah and His Apostle. » (Abu Dawood, Bayhaqi,
Hakim, Ibn Majah and Malik)!!

Ibn Qudamah said in the chapter on games in

Every gamewhich involves gambling is haram, nomatterwhat

game it is. It is the gambling which Allah has commanded us

to avoid, and the one who does that on a regular basis, his

testimony is to be rejected. That which is free of gambling
is the game in which there is no payment by both sides or

either side. Some of these games are haram, and some are

permissible. That which is haram is games with dice. This is

the view of Imam Abu Haneefah and most of the companions
of Imam Shafi‘i.””

Abu Is-haq has said: “Some of our scholars maintain that it’s

just detested and not unlawful.”"? Also, in the book At-Targheeb
Wat-Tarheeb,'4 al-Mundhiri has quoted the majority of scholars as

ruling that this game is unlawful.

JSntoxicants

Anything which intoxicates a person and alters the senses

is prohibited. It is not permitted to take even a single sip, drop or

puff of such a substance, for the narrations prohibiting it are clear.

The Qur’anic verse 5: 90, which was quoted above, puts taking
intoxicants in the same league as idol worship and fortune telling.

The Prophet (3%) has defined intoxicants as follows: « Anything
that clouds the senses is an intoxicant, and anything that intoxicates

is prohibited. » (Muslim)
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He also said: « Whatever intoxicates in large quantities is

prohibited in small quantities. » (A reliable hadith recorded by Abu
Dawood and at-Tirmidhi)

This category includes drinking any alcoholic ‘beverage,
smoking any intoxicating drug, and anything else that intoxicates
a person. Similarly, anything that leads to consuming intoxicants is

prohibited. Thus, gatheringswhere alcohol is served are prohibited, as
are restaurants where alcohol is served, even ifthemeat there is halal.

Regarding the reason for the prohibition of such substances, it

is common knowledge that throughout history, intoxication has been

a major cause of chaos, violence and even death. When intoxicated,
people forget Allah (#8), and there is no limit to the type of sin they
can commit in sucha state.

Dr. Bilal Philips has explained this reasoning in the following
passage:

God, through Divine Law, has prohibited intoxicants and

gambling primarily because they cause human beings to forget
God. The human mind and body easily become addicted to

drugs and games of chance. Once addicted, humankind’s
desire to continually be stimulated by them, leads them into
all forms of corruption and violence among themselves."*

Sinful speech .

Perhaps the most common form ofprohibited entertainment is
sinful speech. Many people today do not think twice about what they
are saying; they forget that every word they utter is being recorded
and will have to be accounted for on the last day. Today, people
search for topics to talk about. They want to converse, regardless
of the topic. Thus, many sins of the tongue are committed in such
circles. This attitude is the opposite of that required of a believer,
which is described in the following hadith:
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The Prophet (38) said: « Whoever believes in Allah and the last day
should either speak what is good or remain silent. » (Bukhari)

There are many forms of sinful speech, the most common
of which is gossip. Gossip can be of two types: backbiting, which
means to talk negatively about a person who is absent, even ifwhat is
being discussed is true. The second type is slandering, which means

lying while speaking negatively about others. This category includes
suspicion without evidence, mockery and looking for faults in others.

Allah (42) has prohibited
all of the above in the following verse:
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€O you who have believed, avoid much [negative] assumption.
Indeed, some assumption is sin. And do not spy or backbite each
other. Would one ofyou like to eat the flesh ofhis brotherwhen dead?
You would detest it. And fear Allah; indeed, Allah is Accepting of
repentance and Merciful.) 49; 12)
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These sins of the tongue, which people treat lightly, are

actually the root causes of disunity among the Muslims. If we are

constantly thinking negatively about, looking for faults in, and

spreading rumours about our fellow Muslims, how can we ever

expect our hearts to be united?

Excessive laughter
It is human nature to enjoy a good joke and laugh. Islam does

not prohibit this; it does not expect us to be strict and serious all
the time. It allows laughter and humour. On many occasions, it has

been reported that the Prophet (3£) laughed so much that his molars

became visible, as in the following narration:
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« When the Messenger ofAllah (38) arrived after the expedition to

Tabook or Khaybar [the narrator is not sure
which],

the wind raised
an end of a curtain that was hungin front of *A’ishah’s storeroom,

revealing some dolls that belongéd to her.

He asked: What is this?

She replied: My dolls.

Among them, he saw a horse with wings made of rags, and he asked:
What is this I see among them?

She replied: A horse.

He asked: What is this that it has on it?

She replied: Two wings.

He asked: A horse with two wings?

She replied: Have you not heard that Solomon had horses with

wings? She said: Thereupon, the Apostle of Allah (38) laughed so

heartily that I could see his molar teeth. » (A reliable hadith recorded

by Abu Dawood)

However, there are limits. The Prophet (#8) has forbidden us

from joking too much because it deadens the heart.

He said: « Do not laugh too much, for excessive laughter kills
the heart [spiritually]. » (Ibn Majah; a sound hadith according to

al-Albani)
He also said: « If you knew that which I know, you would

laugh little and weep much. » (Bukhari)

Thus, moderation is required even in humour. It is also vital
to understand that there is a time for laughter and humour, and a

time for seriousness and sobriety. The reason for this prohibition
is that excessive laughter makes people take life less seriously,
and they begin to see humour in everything. It also makes them so

accustomed to humour that they are unable to sit through any serious
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speech. Such people find lectures boring and do not attend anything
beneficial simply because they do not find it funny. This is what is
meant by excessive laughter killing the heart.

Consequently, the current norm of watching too many
comedies and sitcoms is completely unacceptable. It is difficult to
find a person who is accustomed to laughing all day who still takes
Islam seriously. Muslims should realise that life is serious and that
there are some things they cannot joke about; there is a time for

laughter and a time for seriousness.

It should also be noted that jokes that mock or degrade any
demographic group or individual are completely prohibited, as

are fabricated stories that make people laugh, unless the audience
knows that they are not true. Of course, the best jokes are the ones

based on true, daily-life anecdotes. There is no harm in narrating
such incidents to others to share a laugh.

Regarding mockery and degradation, Allah (3%) has informed
us:i oH ol Ue
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€O you who have believed, let not a people ridicule [another] people;

perhaps theymay be better than them; nor let women ridicule [other]

women; perhaps they may be better than them. And do not insult

one another and do not call each other by [offensive] nicknames.

Wretched is the name [that is, mention] ofdisobedience after [one’s]
faith. And whoever does not repent — then it is those who are the

wrongdoers.> 49: 11)ur’an
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As for lying when making jokes, the Prophet (4) said: « Woe to

him who lies to make people laugh. Woe to him! Woe to him! »

(A reliable hadith recorded by Abu Dawood)

Finally, the worst type of.joke is one about Allah His

messenger or anything related to Islam. Such jokes take a person out

of the fold of Islam and are regarded as kufr. The following incident,

quoted in Tafsir ibn Kathir, and the verses revealed duringit,prove
this point:

In the course of-the campaign ofTabuk, a man came up one day
and declared,‘“We have seen no people with greater appetite,
more lying, or more cowardly in battle than the Prophet of
Allah (38) and his reciting companions.” ‘Awf ibn Malik rose

and said, “It is rather you that are the liar. You are a hypocrite,
pretending to be a Muslim. I shall tell the Prophet ofAllah@)
about you.” ‘Awf then went to the Prophet (#2) to inform him,
but found that revelation had already preceded him. [When
the news reached] the man, he mounted on his camel, sought
the Prophet ofAllah (4) and said, “But we were only joking,
trying to pass the time while traveling.” Ibn ‘Umar (<) said,
“He was clinging to the saddle belt of the Prophet’s camel as
it ran, his feet and legs being battered by the rough ground,
and repeating, ‘But we were only joking,’ and the Prophet
insisting without turning his face to him: ‘Joking? Joking with
Allah (8)? With His revelation? With His Prophet?’”!®

Consequently, certain practices that are rife among some
Muslims — such as mocking the hijab (veil ordained by Allah for

believing women), the beard or polygamy, among other things —

amount to an extremely unacceptable sin and are considered equal
to kufr. It is a sign of hypocrisy; a person claims verbally to be a

Muslim, but inwardly hates Islam or certain aspects of it.
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Miusical instruments and immoral songs
This particular issue deserves a lengthy explanation since it

has becomea topic that is often debated in the Muslim community
today. It is important, however, to take an unbiased look at the
various views on this issue and accept that there is a difference
of opinion regarding the prohibition ofmusical instruments. I say
this because many of the scholars who hold the view that music is

prohibited claim that there is a consensus on this issue, which is

not true.
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takes it [meaning His way] in ridicule. Those will have a humiliating
punishment.} 31: 6)ur’an

This verse has been explained by the Companions (may Allah
be pleased with them) and succeeding scholars to refer, firstly, to
immoral songs and, secondly, to any idle speech which distracts

people from the straight path.
An issue which is hotly debated today is the permissibility

of using musical instruments. It is generally accepted that most of
the music produced by the disbelievers today is haram because of
its inappropriate content and messages. However, the Muslims are

divided over the use of musical instruments when accompanied by
permissible lyrics. This difference is based mainly on two hadiths
in Saheeh al-Bukhdri that seem to contradict each other. The first
of these is the previously mentioned hadith of the young girls
playing with the hand-drum (duff) and the Prophet (4) approving
it. In fact, there are many hadiths in which he allowed the playing
of the hand-drum.
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In the second hadith, the Prophet (38) prophesised: « From

among my followers, there will be some people who will consider
illegal sexual intercourse, the wearing of silk [formen], the drinking
of alcoholic drinks and the use ofmusical instruments as lawful. »

(Bukhari)
This hadith is clear in its wording that musical instruments

are prohibited and are considered to be in the same category as

alcohol and adultery. It should be noted that its chain of narrators,
as mentioned in Saheeh is broken. However, this hadith
has been quoted in a number ofother hadith compilations, with other
chains of narrators, and it is definitely authentic.

al-Bukhari,

Scholars have generally taken the position that this hadith
mentions the general ruling on musical instruments, while the

preceding hadith mentions the exception. Yet they differ as to what
extent this exception covers. Some say it refers only to the hand-

drum, which can only be played by women and children, others
restrict it to the days of celebration and prohibit it on other days,
and yet others allow it in general. They also differ over whether
the exception applies only to the hand-drum or whether other forms
of drums and percussion instruments are included.

This is as far as the exception is stretched by the majority
of scholars; however, other scholars, like Ibn Hazm and Imam

al-Ghazali, held that musical instruments are permissible. In their

view, the content and effect of the songs, and what they lead to,
determines whether they are permissible or forbidden. They
interpreted the above hadith as referring to music that accompanies
fornication or drinking of alcohol; they also argued that every
authentic hadith that prohibits music does so along with prohibiting
fornication and alcohol.

Imam al-Ghazali wrote a lengthy treatise on this topic, in
which he explained his view and stated his evidence. This treatise
can be found in his Jhya’ ‘Uloom ad-Deen, which has been translated
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into English. After a lengthy discussion of the various opinions and
evidence regarding this issue, Imam al-Ghazéli concluded that he
believed the prohibition of music is not general but is limited to
certain situations. If music leads to drinking alcohol, fornication
and other such vices, then it is prohibited. Yet if it brings people
closer to Allah Almighty (8%), it can be regarded as permissible.
He mentioned other conditions, all of which can be found in his

[hya’ ‘Uloom ad-Deen in the chapter on music.

Imam Shawkani wrote an important book on this issue titled
[btal Da‘watul Ijma‘ ‘ala Tahreem Mutlaqis Sima (Refuting the
Claim of Consensus on the General Prohibition ofMusic), in which
he listed various views and proofs that scholars have on this issue.
Bear in mind that Imam Shawkani was of the opinion that musical
instruments are prohibited, but he wrote this book to ensure that

people did not go to extremes in dealing with those who consider
music permissible. Imam Shawkani said at the end of this book:

There is no doubt, after all the views and proofs that we have

mentioned, that music is among the doubtful issues, and

believers should be wary regarding the doubtful issues. It is
narrated in Saheeh al-Bukhari: “Whoever leaves the doubtful
issues has protected his honour and his religion.”””

Imam also states:Shawkani

Allah knows that we do not sit at the gatherings ofmusic...
but we mentioned this from the point of view of evidence...
so that it becomes clear that this is not an issue where one can
claim that the followers of a certain opinion are misguided.
Rather, how can those who claim that there is no difference
of opinion regarding the issue ofmusic be guided to the path
of justice?!®

Taking all of the above into consideration, the safest opinion
is to follow the majority of scholars and abstain from music which
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involves stringed and wind instruments. At the same time, one

should remember that there is a difference of opinion on this issue,
so it would not be fair to label those who sincerely believe in the

permissibility ofmusical instruments as deviant or as disbelievers.
On the contrary, they are our Muslim brothers and sisters who are

following a minority opinion, and Allah Almighty (3) knows best
which opinion is correct.

It should be noted, though, that when individuals hear music
but are not paying attention to it, they are not sinning. This is similar
to those who are not rewarded if they hear the Qur’an but do not pay
attention to it. This is an important point to note since it sometimes
becomes difficult to avoid music altogether — such as in shopping
centres and other areas. Shaykh al-Islam, Ibn Taymiyah, has said:

The command and the prohibition have to do with listening.
Merely hearing something is like seeing; it has to do with the

intention behind seeing, not what happens without a person
choosing it... The same applies to committing sin through
the five senses of hearing, sight, smell, taste and touch; the
commands and prohibitions are connected to what a person
intends and does, but whatever happens without him choosing
it, there is no command or prohibition with regard to that.

Celebrating the festivals of the disbelievers
Allah (8%) Almighty has given us two holy “days for

celebration, worship and fun. These are the days of Eid al-Adha
(at the culmination of the hajj) and Eid al-Fitr (at the end of the
fasting month ofRamadan).

« Anas ibn Malik (#) narrated: The Prophet (4) came to Madinah

during two days in which they played. The Prophet (38) asked: What
are these two days? They said: These are two days we used to play
in, during the time of ignorance. The Prophet (#2) said: Allah has
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replaced them with two better days: Eid al-Adha and Eid al- Fitr. »
(A sound hadith recorded by Abu Dawood, Ahmad and Ibn Hajar
al-‘Asqalani)

It is clear that the Prophet (28) did not allow them to continue
their play and celebration because it was a custom of the pagan
Arabs of Madinah. Instead, he told them: « Allah has replaced
them », meaning that you must leave what was replaced and go with
that which replaced them.

From the above narration, we can easily see that the

Prophet (8%) did not allow his Companions to celebrate and play on
these days since it was part ofanother religion. This ruling extends to
the celebration of all holidays with religious backgrounds, including
Christmas, Diwali, Easter and Halloween. It is not permissible to

join in the celebration of any such holiday, even if it has lost its

religious significance. This is because its roots are in shirk, and as

Muslims, we cannot glorify shirk.

This prohibition extends to the celebration ofbirthdays, since
that is an ancient pagan custom with its roots in Greek mythology.
It also falls into the category of celebrations of ignorance.

‘Umar ibn al-Khattab (4) said: “Keep away from the enemies

ofAllah on their holidays.””°

Similarly, such innovated celebrations as mawlid (the

Prophet’s birthday) and ‘urs (the anniversary of someone’s death)
are also prohibited. This is not because they are celebrations, but

because they are religious innovations with no basis in the Qur’an,
the Sunnah, or the teachings of the early righteous generations.

Contrary to the beliefof some Muslims, it is permissible and

encouraged to celebrate and to enjoy permissible forms of fun on

the days of Eid. Some Muslims claim that we should spend these

days in worship only, but the Sunnah proves otherwise. First of all,
fasting on the days of Eid is prohibited. If these days were intended
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for worship only, then why would this great form of worship be

prohibited? Secondly, the word ‘Eid’ itselfmeans a happy occasion
or a holiday.

A major proof that it is permissible to have fun on the days
of Eid is the following famous hadith, which was mentioned

previously:

« It has been narrated by ‘A’ishah (4), the wife of the Prophet, that

once the Prophet Muhammad (3%) came home, and at that time,
two little girls were singing songs about the battle of Bu‘ath. The
Prophet (32) lay down on the bed and turned his face away. Then Abu
Bakr (#) came and scolded her, saying: These musica! instruments of
Satan in the house of the Prophet ofAllah (4)! Prophet Muhammad
turned to him and said: Leave them. In the words of ‘A’ishah (4%):

When Abu Bakr got busy in other matters, I told the two girls to

leave, and they left. That was the day of Eid. The Abyssinians were

playing in the mosque with shields and lances. Then either I asked the

Messenger (32), or he himself said: Do you want to have a look? I said

yes, so he let me stand behind him, with my cheek against his cheek,
and said: Carry on, Banu Arfidah. When I became bored, he asked:
Is that enough for you? I said yes. He said: Then you may leave. »

That is the ruling regarding religious celebrations. As for other
celebrations that are not of a religious nature — such as celebrating a

special achievement like a child memorising the Qur’an or getting
good grades at school — these are permissible as long as they do not
include anything haram. It is known that the Prophet (32) encouraged
the celebration of marriage with a wedding banquet hosted by the

groom. Allah Almighty (4%) knows best.

Chess and other games
There are different views on playing chess. Many scholars —

including Imam Abu Haneefah, Imam Shafi‘i and Ibn Qayyim — said
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that chess is haram. Imam Malik was of the view that it is makrooh.
Yahya said that he heard Malik say: There is no good in chess, and
he disapproved of it. Yahya said: I heard him disapprove of playing
it and other worthless games.”!

In hiswell-known book, The Lawfuland the Prohibited in Islam,
Shaykh Yusuf al-Qaradawi explains that the Prophet’s Companions
(may Allah be pleased with them all) also had different opinions:

Ibn ‘Umar said that it is worse than backgammon and ‘Ali
regarded it as gambling (perhaps meaning when it is played
for money), while some others merely expressed disapproval
of it. )

However, some Companions and some of the second

generation scholars allowed it. Among these were Ibn ‘Abbas,
Abu Hurairah, Ibn Sirin, Hisham bin ‘Umrah and Sa‘id bin

al-Musayyib. We agree with those great jurists, since the

original principle is the permissibility of acts and no text is
to be found prohibiting it.

An analysis of the hadiths used as proof for prohibiting chess
shows that they are not authentic. Because of this, scholars like Ibn

Hazm have taken the stance that chess is not prohibited, especially
since there are benefits in playing this game. Shaykh al-Qaradawi
mentions that chess:

Is also a mental exercise which requires thought and planning.
In this respect it is the opposite of backgammon, for while

backgammon is a game of chance and therefore comparable
to divining with arrows, chess is a game of skill and strategy,
which may be compared to archery.

Of course, playing chess would be considered haram if it
involved gambling or any of the items listed below under ‘General

prohibitions’.
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It should also be noted that the following is a mistranslation:
« He who played chess is like one who dyed his hand with the flesh
and blood of swine. » (Muslim)

The word mentioned in this hadith is nard, which means

backgammon; the Arabic word for chess is shatranj. A more
authentic translation is: « He who plays with dice will be deemed
as a person thrusting his hands in pig’s blood. » (Muslim)

Games that are played with dice are generally ruled to be
makrooh because they involve an element of chance. They are

regarded as haram ifplayed as a means of gambling, because of this
hadith, which was explained in detail in the chapter on gambling:

The Prophet (38) said: « He who plays with dice has disobeyed Allah
and His Apostle. » (Abu Dawood, Bayhaqi, Hakim, Ibn Majah and

Malik)”

prohibitionsCeneral
Aside from the categories we have mentioned, all other

forms of entertainment are permissible if they meet the following
conditions:

1. It should not distract us from our obligations, religious or

worldly, as Allah (8) has said in the Qur’an:
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{And of the people is he who buys the amusement of
speech to mislead [others] from the way ofAllah without
knowledge and who takes it [that is, His way] in ridicule.
Those will have a humiliating punishment.)

(Qur ‘an 31: 6)
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Thus, any idle pastime which distracts people from their
duties is prohibited.

. It should not lead to any of the aforementioned sins. It
should not contain even the slightest elements of them.
An example of this is a video game in which one has to
coninit a sin; such a game would be haram.

. We must avoid extravagance and wasting of time and

money, for we are accountable to Allah (3) for every
cent and second we spend. We must observe moderation.
Allah (88) has said:
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€...do not spend wastefully. Indeed, the wasteful are

brothers of the devils, and ever has Satan been to his Lord

ungrateful.) (Qur’an 17: 26-27)

. We should not allow ourselves to become addicted to

any form of entertainment, as this will eventually lead to

indulgence and negligence of the more important things
in life. The following verse of the Qur’an would apply to

such a person:
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€Who took their religion as distraction and amusement and

whom the worldly life deluded. So today We will forget
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them just as they forgot the meeting of this day of theirs
and for having rejected Our verses.) (Qur'an 7: 51)

If the above limits are adhered to, then inshallah (God
willing), we will be able to save ourselves and enjoy all that which
Allah (38) has permitted, with a clear conscience.
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Chapter Five

Recommended forms
of entertainment

os f the aforementioned limits are adhered to, all other
forms of entertainment would be considered halal. There are,
however, some forms of entertainment that have been encouraged
in Islam by the Prophet (4). We should strive to use these means to
entertain ourselves.

Spending time with spouse and children
There is no form of relaxation and fun more rewarding in

both the worlds than that of spending time with one’s family. The

Prophet’s encouragement of this can be found in many hadiths

mentioning that he played, joked and raced with his wives. They
would tell him stories, and he would play with the children and
make them laugh. The Prophet (4) was a role model as a family
man. Indeed, it would take an entire book to discuss the Prophet (38)
as a role model within the family.

Spending time with one’s family and having fun together is
a major factor in keeping the family united and close. It develops
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trust and love for each other and brings peace to the household.
True Muslims find peace and enjoyment at home with their own
families and do not need to escape from them to be entertained.
It is this family unity that has been lost in the modern age, when
each member of the family lives a separate life. Sadly, although the

members of a family may live under one roof, they may not even
meet to share a meal together. If we are to revive the unity of our
families, we must revive the concept of family time.

The following are some hadiths that shed light on the

importance of and reward for spending time with one’s family:
The Prophet (38) said: « Any act devoid of the remembrance

of Allah is void except four: shooting, training a horse, playing
with one’s family and swimming. » (Recorded by Bayhaqi and

at-Tabarani with a good chain ofnarrators)
« ‘A’ishah (4) narrated that while she was on a journey with

the Messenger of Allah, she had a race with the Prophet (#) and
won. Later, after she had gained some weight, she again had a race
with him, and he won. He said: This is for that. » (A sound hadith
recorded by Abu Dawood)

The Prophet (38) said: « When a Muslim spends something
on his family, intending to receive Allah’s reward, it is regarded as

charity for him. » (Bukhari)
The time that married couples spend together also falls

into this category. Besides spending time with the it is

important that spouses spend time with each other, enjoying each
other’s company and increasing their love for each other. Sex,
including foreplay, is an important ingredient for a happy married

life; it:is also an act for which one is rewarded. One of the best
forms of permissible entertainment is for spouses to enjoy each
other physically. The only specific prohibitions between a husband
and wife are anal sex and:sex during a woman’s menstrual period
and post-natal period. Anything else that spouses do to satisfy each

chxdren
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other is permissible, but it is forbidden for the husband or the wife
to discuss their sexual relations with others. The following are some

important hadiths regarding spousal relationships:
The Prophet (#8) said: « You shall be rewarded for every deed

that you perform solely for Allah’s pleasure, even if that deed is

putting something in the mouth of your wife. » (Bukhari)
The Prophet (38) once told a young Companion who married

an older, previously-married woman: « Why haven’t you married a

virgin who would have played with you, and you would have played
with her? » (Bukhari)

The Prophet (#2) said: «Every tasbeeh [saying subhdn
Allah (glory be to Allah)] is charity; every takbeer [saying Allahu
Akbar (Allah is the Greatest)] is charity, every tamheed [saying
alhamdulillah (all praise is for Allah)] is charity, every tahleel [saying
14 ilaha illa Allah (there is no God but Allah)] is charity, enjoining
what is good is charity, forbidding what is evil is charity and in

your sexual act is charity. The Companions asked: Oh Messenger
ofAllah! How can one of us get rewarded for fulfilling his desires?
The Prophet (%) replied: Do you not see that you are sinning and

are punished if you fulfil it in a haram manner? Similarly, you get
rewarded for fulfilling it in a halal manner. » (Muslim)

Pondering the creationofAllah (8s)
In many places in the Qur’an, Allah ($8) has invited us to

ponder and reflect on His beautiful creation as a means of getting
to know Him; increasing our love, awe and respect for Him; and

increasing our faith. Pondering the creation ofAllah (8%) is also one

of the best ways of relaxing the mind. One truly finds peace in one’s
heart when surrounded by nature.

Different recreational methods of pondering over Allah’s
creation include visiting nature reserves and other places where

animals are present, watching nature documentaries and taking
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walks on the beach or in the park. All of these are recommended

ways of enjoying Allah’s creation.
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(Indeed, inthe creationoftheheavens and the earthand the alternation
of the night and the day are signs for those of understanding — who

remember Allah while standing or sitting or [lying] on their sides and

give thought to the creation of the heavens and the earth [saying]:
Our Lord, You did not create this aimlessly; exalted are You [above
such a thing]; then protect us from the punishment of the fire.)

(Qur’an 3: 190-191)

Physical activities
Participating in a physical sport is a recommended form of

entertainment. The specific forms of sports that the Prophet (3)
recommended — or participated in himself— include foot races, horse
races, wrestling (or any form of self-defence training), swimming
and archery.

Physical sports are important to keep Muslims fit and ready to
defend themselves, their families or their religion, should the need
ever arise. Islam places great emphasis on maintaining the body, but
one should note that moderation is important.

While Islam prohibits us from overeating, being lazy and

growing fat as a result of it, it is not right for Muslims who excel
at sports to force others to be like they are. Allah (4%) has created
humans with different interests. Some may be interested in sports,
while others may prefer books and studying, and there may be
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some exceptional ones who do both. All of this is acceptable as

long as people take decent care of their bodies and do not become
unfit; this is the minimum that Muslims should do. More than this
is recommended, of course, but a sport should not be forced on a

person who is not interested in it.

This is an important point forMuslim parents to note, because
it is important to take into consideration the personality and interests
of each child and channel them in an appropriate direction. It can
be very harmful to the children’s mindset and relationship with you
if you force them into things that they are not interested in.

The following hadiths prove that physical sports are
recommended:

The Prophet (8%) said: « Any act of entertainment done by
a believer is void except three: playing with one’s family,
training a horse and practicing shooting.» (A reliable hadith
recorded by Ahmad and at-Tirmidhi) A detailed explanation of this
hadith has been given in Chapter Three.

(bat

« ‘A’ishah (4:) narrated that while she was on a journey with
the Messenger ofAllah, she had a race with him (8) and won. Later,
after she had gained some weight, she again had a race with him,
and he won. He said: This is for that. » (A sound hadith recorded by
Abu Dawood)

« The Prophet (3) passed by some people of the tribe ofBani
Aslam who were practicing archery. He said: O Bani Isma‘eel!
Practice archery, as your father Isma‘eel was a great archer. Keep on

throwing arrows, and I am with Bani so-and-so. One of the parties
ceased throwing. Allah’s Apostle asked: Why do you not throw?

They replied: How can we throw while you are with them [that is,
on their side]? Hearing that, the Prophet (#8) said: Throw, and I am

with all of you. » (Bukhari)
The Prophet (2) said: « Whoever learns archery and then

gives it up is not from us. » (Muslim)
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However, the ruling for watching professional sports is

different, although playing sports or watching others perform them
is permissible as proven by the following hadith:

‘A’ishah (#) narrated: « I recall that once the Messenger of
Allah screened me with his mantle, and I saw the sports of the
Abyssinians. I was only a girl, and so you can well imagine how a

girl of tender age is fond ofwatching the sport. » (Muslim)
Thus, watching a sport 1s permissible in itself, as long as there

is nothing wrong with the content; for example, the participants of
a sport should not be dressed in a harém manner.

Despite this, though, I strongly discourage watching
professional sports competitions for the following reasons:

1. Wasting time: There is no doubt that fans ofanyprofessional
sport waste many hours of their lives watching every
match they can. This leads to their neglecting their duties
to Allah (4%) and to other people. Such people often choose
to watch a match over attending an Islamic programme,
which is not the attitude of a believer.

2. Wasting knowledge: Sports fans tend to know the names
and life stories ofmany players of their favourite teams,
yet because of their preoccupation with this useless
information

—
which will not even benefit them in this

world, let alone the hereafter — such people tend to
be ignorant of Islamic knowledge. This is completely
unacceptable and haram.

3. Hero worship: Some fans of professional sports begin to

exaggerate in praising their favourite players, and they try
to emulate and revere them in every way. This leads to hero

worship, including having more reverence for the sports
player (generally a disbeliever) than the heroes of Islam
and even the Prophet (8), and many sins are committed
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because of this. Such people would prefer to imitate their
favourite sports players rather than the Prophet (#), which
is a great act of disrespect and could reach the levels of
kufr. Ibn al-Qayyim said:

One day Shaykh al-Islam Ibn Taymiyah (may Allah
sanctify his soul) said to me concerning some permissible
matter, ‘This does not befit a man who aspires to attain
a high status, even though avoiding it is not a condition
of salvation. The wise man will refrain from many
permissible things so as to protect himself, especially if
that permissible thing falls in between halal and haram.”

For these reasons, among others, I strongly discourage
Muslims from following professional sports. If one wishes to watch
a sport, it should be a casual viewing, and the players should be

Muslims. This is to ensure that one avoids seeing anything that is

harém. We should organise our own sports tournaments, in which
some youth can participate and others can watch. This way, none of
the limits of the Sharia will be broken.

Beneficial books, stories, games and videos

Anything that benefits Muslims and brings them closer to

Allah (4%), or benefits them in an aspect of science, is recommended

in Islam, as long as it is free from prohibited content. The Qur’an is

full of stories that have many lessons. Allah (8) has informed us:
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(There was certainly in their stories a lesson for those of

understanding...) (Qur’an 12: 111)

From this verse, we come to understand that the stories of
Islam should to be analysed for their lessons and not just learned for
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historical value. We can further deduce from this verse that any story
from which a person can benefit is recommended.

Ofcourse, priority should be given to the stories of the Qur’an
and the life of the Prophet (3), as well as his Companions (may
Allah be pleased with them) and the pious predecessors. However,
as long as a story contains morals and lessons, we can read or listen
to it and learn from it.

The same ruling applies more broadly to include any other
form ofmedia. If a game is beneficial, it should be given preference
over those that just waste time. If a video is beneficial, it should be

given preference over otherhalal videos. In any area ofentertainment,
one should seek out and give preference to the beneficial over the

futile, even if the latter is permissible.
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(Qur'an 7: 176)

In general, any game, video or story that is not beneficial and
does not waste time would be permissible in itself, although it is
recommended to choose that which is beneficial over it.
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(And of the people is he who buys the amusement of speech to
mislead [others] from the way ofAllah without knowledge and who
takes it [meaning His way] in ridicule. Those will have a humiliating
punishment.) (Qur’an 31: 6)

This verse has been explained by the Companions (may Allah
be pleased with them) and later scholars to refer firstly to musical
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instruments and idle songs, and secondly to any idle speech that
distracts people from the straight path.

NNasheeds (Islamic songs)
The music industry has gained so much popularity that an

Islamic alternative is greatly needed. In fact, to face the current

situation, it is recommended that Muslims produce and promote
wholesome Islamic songs that spread the teachings and morals of
Islam. Songs have a strong influence on people. Thus, we should be

choosing songs that influence us to be better Muslims rather than

listening to the evil that is promoted through popular modern songs.

Alhamdulillah, today we find the nasheed industry on the

rise. Unfortunately, however, many singers are using musical
instruments. We should try our best to stay away from nasheeds with
music and stick to those that are definitely permissible. Children
who are raised with nasheeds should be encouraged from an early
age to be practising Muslims.

Proofs for the permissibility of nasheeds and the hand-drum
include the following:

« Ithas been narrated by ‘A’ishah (.), the wife of the Prophet,
that once the Prophet Muhammad (32) came home, and at that time,
two little girls were singing songs about the battle of Bu‘ath. The
Prophet (3) lay down on the bed and turned his face away. ThenAbu
Bakr (a) came and scolded her, saying: Thesemusical instruments of
Satan in the house of the Prophet ofAllah (3)! Prophet Muhammad
turned to him and said: Leave them. In the words of ‘A’ishah (4s):
When Abu Bakr got busy in other matters, I told the two girls to

leave, and they left. That was the day of Eid. The Abyssinians were

playing in the mosque with shields and lances. Then either I asked

the Messenger (28), or he himself said: Do you want to have a look?
I said yes, so he let me stand behind him, with my cheek against his

cheek, and said: Carry on, Banu Arfidah. When I became bored, he
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asked: Is that enough for you? I said yes. He said: Then you may
leave. » (Bukhari)

« ‘A’ishah (4) narrated that on the days of Mina (the 11",
12", and 13" days of the Islamic month of Dhul-Hijjah); Abu Bakr

came to her while two young girls were beating the duff [hand-
drum] and the Prophet (32) was lying covered with his clothes. Abu
Bakr scolded them, and the Prophet (32) uncovered his face and said
to Abu Bakr: Leave them, for these days are the days of Eid and the

days ofMina. » (Bukhari)
« Ar-Rabi bint Mu‘awwidh narrated: After the consummation

of my marriage, the Prophet (38) came and sat on my bed as far
from me as you are sitting now. Our little girls started beating the

tambourines and reciting lamenting verses, mourningmy father who
had been killed in the battle of Badr. One of them said: Among us is
a Prophet who knows what will happen tomorrow. Hearing that, the

Prophet (3%) said: Leave this [saying] and keep on saying the verses
that you had been saying before. » (Bukhari)

Dolls and toys that represent living things
Many scholars hold the view that dolls of living beings are

prohibited as toys because of the general prohibition of drawing
and sculpting animate objects, as narrated by ‘A’ishah () in the

following hadith:

«I bought a cushion that had pictures [of animals]. When
Allah’s Apostle (2%) saw it, he stood at the door and did not enter. I
noticed the sign ofdisapproval on his face and said: OAllah’sApostle!
I repent to Allah and His Apostle. What sin have I committed?
Allah’s Apostle asked: What is this cushion? I replied: I have bought
it for you so that you may sit on it and recline on it. Allah’s Apostle
said: The makers of these pictures will be punished on the Day of
Resurrection. It will be said to them: Give life to what you have
created [that is, these pictures]. The Prophet (3%) added: The angels
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[of mercy] do not enter a house in which there are pictures [of
animals]. » (Bukhari)

However, children’s toys are an exception to this ruling, as

proven by the following hadith, also narrated by ‘A’ishah (4):
« I used to play with dolls in the presence of the Prophet

and my girlfriends also used to play with me. When Allah’s Apostle
used to enter [my dwelling place], they used to hide themselves.

However, the Prophet would call them to join and play with me. »

(Bukhari)
« When the Messenger of Allah (8) arrived after the

expedition to Tabook or Khaybar [the narrator is not sure which], the
wind raised an end of a curtain that was hung in front of ‘A’ishah’s
storeroom, revealing some dolls which belonged to her.

He asked: What is this?

She replied: My dolls.

Among them, he saw a horse with wings made of rags, and he asked:

What is this I see among them?

She replied: A horse.

He asked: What is this that it has on it?

She replied: Two wings.

He asked: A horse with two wings?

She replied: Have you not heard that Solomon had horses with

wings? She said: Thereupon, the Apostle of Allah (38) laughed so

heartily that I could see his molar teeth. » (A reliable hadith recorded

by Abu Dawood)

Narrated ‘A’ishah (#): « Allah’s messengermarried me when

I was seven years old. I was taken to his house as a bride when I was

nine, andmy dolls were with me. » When he died, she was eighteen

years old. (Muslim)
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A Companion, Ar-Rabi bint Mu‘awwidh (4s), said:

We used to fast on that day [‘Ashoorah*4] and also make the

children fast. We would make toy figures out of wool for

them, and if any of them cried for food, he would be given
one until it was time to break the fast.**

This exception can be extended to include all forms of
animation intended for children as long as the content is not

haram. Some scholars also include all forms of animation with an

educational benefit, which would include children’s books with

pictures and animated videos with halal content.

In this regard, Shaykh Nasiruddin al-Albani stated:

These two hadiths (the hadith of ‘A’ishah‘s dolls and the

hadith about the Companions’ practice of giving their fasting
children toy figures to distract them from their hunger)
indicate the permissibility of creating images and of owning
them when there is an educational benefit in doing so, one
that will help in the cultivation and development of the

personality. Whatever else is of benefit to the Muslims and
Islam may be included in the same ruling of permissibility of
picture making and use, but everything besides that remains
under the basic prohibition.”®

Providing alternatives .

The final point I would like to mention on this topic is that it is
recommended that Muslim parents, scholars and community leaders

provide permissible alternatives to our children and youth to replace
all that the West has produced. Cinemas, nightclubs and other dens
of vice are extremely alluring and attractive, while many Muslims
have made their homes and mosques hostile to the youth. In such
a situation, we should not be surprised when the youth fall into sin
to entertain themselves.
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It is important that we establish alternatives to entertain our

youth while benefiting them and helping them grow as Muslims.
Halal entertainment centres, nasheeds, Islamic videos and games
should be developed for the benefit and protection of the Muslim
community. We should invest great effort in producing high quality
Islamic products and attractive Islamic entertainment centres to
draw the youth away from the traps of Satan.

These ideas may seem novel tomanyMuslims, and somemay
reject them, but we need to think realistically. These challenges and
forms ofentertainment did not exist in the past, so there was no need
to develop alternatives. However, our current social context demands
that we take action and develop practical solutions to the problem of
Western entertainment. People should also remember the principle
that everything is permissible unless proven to be prohibited, except
in the case of acts ofworship. Since entertainment in itself is not an

act of worship, these new methods are permissible unless proven
otherwise; it does notmatter if the disbelievers discovered them first.
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Chapter Six
Technology

os ince we are discussing the issue of alternatives, we
must consider the technology that will be used. Technology in
itself is permissible, and technological advancement is desirable for
Muslims. However, the manner in which a gadget is used can make
it haram. For example, it is permissible to use a mobile phone, but
it is harém to use it for an illicit relationship. The following gadgets
need some explanation on their usage.

‘Television
The most common tool of entertainment in the world today

is the television. Even the poorest of people have a television set

in their homes. It is a powerful tool that can be used for both good
and evil; it is highly influential and plays a major role in shaping
people’s personalities and morals.

However, since its invention, the television has been used

mainly as an instrument of the devil; it has been condemned

completely by most Muslim scholars since it has proved more

harmful than beneficial. It is only recently that Muslims have
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decided to use the television to propagate Islam and its teachings.
As it has been discovered that Muslims lack media content
as compared to the disbelievers.

a result,

Shaykh Salman al-Oudah explains this change of opinion as

follows:
.

Other Islamic workers rejected mass media. They warned

against the evils and the dangers of television. Alas, they
ultimately found themselves compelled to accept the fact that
such things were here to stay and could not be ignored. They
realized that they were going to have to use the media to call

people to Islam and give the people a wholesome alternative
to the filth that they were watching. In this way, the television
and other mass media options became means ofdisseminating
Islam. These means were understood to take the ruling of the
ends for which they were employed. They were not to be

regarded as good and evil in and of themselves.?’

Originally, Muslim scholars rejected television because
it enabled many forms of immorality to enter the Muslim home
and corrupt it from within. The effects of this are evident in many
Muslim homes today, where there is unrestricted access to television

programmes with unsuitable content.

However, scholars later realised the mistake of this ruling.
It is not the television itself that is evil; instead, the way it is used
determines whether it is good or evil. If television is being used

correctly, it can be a great means of influencing people in the

right direction. Taking this into consideration, many scholars have

changed their rulings regarding television. It is a tool of mass

communication, but it is the content that determines which of the
five categories of figh it falls into. For example, watching women
dressed in a sexually provocative manner would be harém, while
watching an Islamic lecture might be recommended.
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A Muslim, however, should tread very carefully because
most ofwhat is shown on television is haram. It is best for Muslims
to ensure that they tune in only to Islamic television stations and
maintain a library of halal videos. Having un-Islamic television
stations in the home can prove to be too difficult a test for many
Muslims and their children.

Snuternet

The most powerful tool of mass communication and

globalisation is the Internet. It has made an unlimited amount of
information available at one’s fingertips, but unfortunately, a great
amount ofevil is also accessible. The Internet is perhaps the toughest
tool to pass a ruling on. On one hand, so much good has come out of
it: many Islamic websites exist, online universities and programmes
have been initiated, and people have reverted to Islam online. In

short, the benefits of the Internet are too many to count.

On the other hand, a lot ofevil has spread through the Internet,
the most common ofwhich is the widespread and easily accessible

pornography, and the worst of which are the misleading websites
that take people away from Islam. Many websites twist the teachings
of Islam to make it look evil, and this is nothing but a trap of Satan
to make Muslims apostatise. Many of these misleading websites are

easily accessible, causing a great test for a Muslim’s faith.

The Internet is like a minefield in which you must tread very
carefully. You should fear Allah (4%) and use it only for good. Ifyou
fear that you will not be able to use it for constructive purposes,
then you should not install an Internet connection in your home.

The following steps can help a person benefit from the Internet and

avoid the traps of Satan:

1. Start by saying Bismillah (In the name of Allah). If you
begin using the Internet by remembering Allah ($8), you
wili only use it for permissible purposes inshallah. A God-
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fearing Muslim would not use the Internet for evil after

taking Allah’s name prior to using it.

2. Firmly resolve to use the Internet only for that which is

beneficial. Ask Allah (8) to protect you from Satan and to

guide you to the straight path. Your intention will help you
to choose good websites, and your supplication will be a

means of gaining Allah’s protection from misinformation
from Satan.

3. Make use of all the safety features available on your
computer to block out pornographic and other unsuitable
content.

4. The computer with Internet access should be in an open
area of the house, where other members of the family can
see what is being viewed. This will reduce the user’s desire
to access sinful content on it.

Mobile phones
The use of mobile phones has become so widespread that

almost every child owns one. Furthermore, the mobile phone has

become so technologically advanced that it has the features of
a computer, television, radio and phone all in one. This has been
the cause of great trials for Muslims. The phone has given young
Muslims access to the opposite sex and to pornography and other

evils, right in the palm of their hands. It is now possible for a young
man to exchange text messages with a girlfriend while he is sitting at

the same table as his parents, without them even knowing.
The question that needs to be raised is whether the phone is

necessary. Why does a ten-year-old or a fourteen-year-old need a

mobile phone? The phone does not contain many benefits for them;
in contrast, the harms and temptations greatly outweigh the benefits.
It is for this reason that I hold the opinion that it is not permissible
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for parents to hand over a mobile phone to their young children until

they are mature, strong and spiritually developed enough to resist
its evil temptations and to use it only for halal purposes. If this is
not considered, then parents should not be surprised to find their
children in illicit relationships.

AX general rule for technology
Technology is like any other tool; it can be used for good or

evil. It is up to the user to fear Allah (8%) and to use His gifts in a

way that pleases Him. A user who falls into error should repent and
not allow the devil to overcome him or her. This is the balanced

method; to completely cut Muslims off from technology would stifle
the growth of Islam and any chance ofMuslims becominga rival to
the West.

We must embrace and master technology, and then go on to

develop more beneficial ways to use it. This will prove crucial to the

development and growth of the Muslims, and it is definitely critical
for the establishment of a Muslim state.
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Chapter Seven

Misunderstood concepts

are a few misunderstood concepts with regard to
Islam’s stance on entertainment that have led people to adopt one
of two extremes related to it. Inshallah in this chapter we will cover
the most common misconceptions.

Religion is easy
As mentioned towards the beginning of this book, Islam is

an easy religion to follow. It has few rules, and they are practical.
Allah (3) has declared plenty of things to be lawful. Unfortunately,
many Muslims stretch this concept beyond its limits and use it as
an excuse to indulge in sinful forms of entertainment. It is common
to find Muslims intermingling and enjoying themselves with sinful

speech and pursuits, then saying to one who tries to correct them:

“Islam is easy. Why are you making things difficult?”

The truth is that Islam is an easy religion, as mentioned in the

Qur’an. However, the context of this is that Islam is easy to follow

only if one makes an effort, and that it does not require anything
that is beyond human capability. This does not mean that Islam has
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no limits and one is free to do as one pleases. Islam has boundaries,

limits, rules and principles, all of which must be abided by, yet
none of these are overbearing or beyond our capabilities. This is the

correct understanding of this fundamental principle of Islam.

Arllah’s forgiveness
Many Muslims use Allah’s attributes of forgiveness and

mercy to indulge in sins and haram forms of entertainment. Their
excuse is that Allah (4%) is Most Forgiving and Most Merciful and
will forgive them. They also claim that because they are Muslims,
they will enter paradise and Allah (48) will forgive them; they use
this as a further excuse to indulge in sins.

It is true that Allah (8%) is the Most Forgiving and Most
Merciful, but it should be noted that only Allah (8%) can choose
whom He will forgive and whom He will punish. The recognition
of this reality will cause the believing slaves to do whatever good
they can and to repent for their sins in order to try and earn Allah’s
mercy and forgiveness. Indeed, Allah (4%) has promised to forgive
His sincere worshippers and grant them paradise through His mercy.

Furthermore, a Muslim does not have an automatic guarantee
of being granted entrance into paradise. True faith is manifest only
through our actions, uponwhich we will be judged. Allah (8) has set
the rules and conditions to enter paradise. We cannot fool Allah (8)
or try to take advantage of His mercy and forgiveness to get what
we desire in both the worlds. Allah (8%) knows what is in our hearts
and has every right to throw us in the hellfire if we harbour such

thoughts.

Religious innovation (bidah)
There are some people who misunderstand the prohibition of

religious innovation, using it as an excuse to turn the lawful into
the unlawful and vice versa. One can find such people prohibiting
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Islamic nasheed events, fairs, videos, conferences and the use of
microphones during prayers on the pretext that since the Prophet (38)
never did this, it must be an innovation. Some of these people also

go to the extreme of prohibiting the use of chairs, high toilets and

dining tables because the Prophet (28) did not use them.

The term ‘bid‘ah’ refers to innovation in the religion. This
means to invent an act ofworship not performed by the Prophet (28)
or to perform an act of worship in a manner different from his. It
refers solely to acts of worship. This brings us back to the general
ruling in Islam that all acts of worship are prohibited except those
the Prophet (8) taught, while all things of this world are permissible
unless prohibited by the Qur’an or Sunnah.

Since sitting on a chair, dining at a table and using the

microphone are worldly acts, as are playing soccer, video games
and singing, they are in themselves permissible unless explicitly
prohibited. However, one can still argue that propagating Islam is
an act ofworship, and the Prophet (3) did not do it through videos,
Internet or radio. While this is true, the reason behind it is that the

technology to do these things did not exist in his time. He used every
means of communication available during his time to spread the

word of Islam, and he encouraged his followers to do the same.

Based upon this, it is permissible to use any means of
communication available to us to spread the message of Islam,

including video, radio, the Internet and the telephone. None of this
can be considered an innovation in the religion.

the disbelieversImitating
Some people prohibit the use of technology; the hosting of

conferences, dinners and fairs; and the playing of sports, among
other things, because they claim these things were invented by the

disbeliever, and we are prohibited from imitating the disbelievers
in any way. For proof, they quote the following hadith:
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The Prophet (38) said: « Whoever imitates a people will be

regarded as one of them. » (Asound hadith recorded byAbu Dawood
and Ibn Hibban)

The hadith is authentic, but an explanation is necessary. This
hadith cannot possibly mean that Muslims cannot do a single thing
that the disbelievers also do. Cars, planes, supermarkets and many
other things that we use daily were invented by the disbelievers, yet
it is commonly accepted that such things are not prohibited.

Imitation of disbelievers can be categorised as follows:

1. Imitation in religion: This category is clearly prohibited
and refers mainly to imitating the disbelievers in aspects
which are specific to their religions. Examples of this
include wearing the religious dress of any religion,
celebrating birthdays (a practice that has its roots in

Greek paganism), celebrating the birthday of our Prophet
(which is an imitation of Christmas), using rosary beads
for counting (which is an imitation of a Christian practice)
and wearing a wedding ring on the ring finger of the left
hand (which is a Christian religious practice). All of these
are prohibited in Islam.

The prohibition of this category can be concluded from
a number of hadiths, the most famous of which is the

Prophet’s dislike of fasting on the day of ‘Ashobrah alone
since that was the religious practise of the Jews.

2. Imitation in that which is prohibited: This is clear because
such a thing will be prohibited whether the disbelievers
do it or not. A good example of this category is the

prohibition of shaving the beard. Many Muslims today
shave their beards to imitate men in the West, but this is
the very reason the Prophet (#) gave for prohibiting it:
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« Act against the polytheists, trim closely the moustache
and grow the beard. » (Muslim)

3, Imitation in permissible worldly acts: The ruling on such

things depends on one’s intention. If people do the act
because they like it or find it beneficial, then there is no
harm in this. However, if they do it with the intention
of imitating the disbelievers, then it becomes haram.
The reason is that such an intention shows an inferiority
complex to, and admiration for, the disbelievers, and this
is completely haram. In such

a case, the intention — rather
than the act itself—is haraém. The Prophet (3) said: « Every
act is judged by its intention. » (Bukhari)

The reason for the permissibility is the fact that if we had to

regard as prohibited everything the disbelievers do, this would be

very impractical and would make life difficult. Islam is not against
technological, social or scientific progress, and there is nothing
wrong with using the same things that the disbelievers use. The

following hadith further proves this:

The Prophet (2) said: «I intended to prohibit intercourse with a

wife who was breastfeeding, but I remembered that the Greeks
and Persians do that without causing any injury to their children. »

(Muslim and Malik)
In this narration, the Prophet @) mentioned that he was

going to prohibit something, but then, after he saw the disbelievers

doing it without harming themselves, he did not prohibit it. This is

clear evidence for the permissibility of some worldly acts that the

disbelievers do.

Detachment from the world (zuhd)
Zuhd refers to the Islamic concept of detaching your heart

from this world. Unfortunately, there is a misconception that zuhd
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means abstaining from the permissible things of this world and being
engaged in worship all the time. This unrealistic approach to Islam

goes against the fitrah and chases people away from Islam because
it is too extreme for most people to handle.

This attitude existed during the time of the Prophet (3%).

He refuted it and taught that it is not the way of Islam to go to

such extremes and place unbearable hardships upon oneself. The

following incident is proofof this:
« A group of three men came to the houses of the Prophet’s

wives, asking how the Prophet (38) worshipped [Allah (8%)]. When

they were informed about that, they considered their worship
insufficient and said: Where are we in relation to the Prophet, as

his past and future sins have been forgiven? Then one of them said:
I will offer the prayer throughout the night forever. Another said:
I will fast throughout the year and will not break my fast. The third
said: I will keep away from the women and will nevermarry. Allah’s
Messenger (3%) came to them and said: Are you the same people who
said such-and-such? By Allah, I am more submissive to Allah and
more afraid of Him than you; yet, I fast and break my fast, I do

sleep and I also marry women. Whoever does not follow my Sunnah

{way] is not from me [not one ofmy followers]. » (Bukhari)
In this narration, we find some Companions wanting to give up

the permissible enjoyments ofthis world to a degree that is unnatural,
intending to please Allah (3%). This angered the Prophet (2), who
always emphasised balance and moderation. Thus, it is not part of
Islam to give up — or force others to give up — the permissible acts
of this world to an unnatural and unhealthy extent. The Prophet (4)
ate, drank and married women. He would also run races, ride horses
and host wrestling matches between his Companions (may Allah be

pleased with them). A person who shuns all of this in the name of
Islam has in fact digressed from the way ofMuhammad (3%).



Conclusion
?

odn the preceding pages, we have covered the basic
rulings regarding entertainment in Islam, outlined the principles by
which one can deduce specific rulings, listed the prohibited forms
of entertainment and defined the recommended ones.

To conclude, we should remind ourselves to fear Allah (3)
and remember that He created us to worship Him. Knowing that, we
should not allow anything to distract us from His worship. At the
same time, we should maintain a balance between enjoying Allah’s
bounties on this earth and worshipping Him. We should realise that

any form of entertainment that distracts people from their duties
to Allah (48) and their responsibilities to others becomes haram,
even if it is generally permissible or recommended.

Allah (8) has prescribed for us a balanced religion, in tune

with our fitrah. He has made it easy for anyone whomakes an effort to

practice it. We should stay away from the haram and everything that

we consider doubtful. Instead, we should fulfil the obligations that

Allah (8) has prescribed for us. This is the minimum requirement
for a believer, and I ask Allah (8) to always keep us all firmly upon
the straight path, protect us from the deceptions and distractions of
the devil and make us the flag-bearers of the truth.
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O Allah (3%)! Send your peace and blessings upon the final

Prophet (3%) and all those who follow his way until the last day. All
praise belongs only to Allah (#€), the Lord of the worlds.
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Culture (Available at: http://www.islamiconlineuniversity.com), 19.

'! Hakim has graded this hadith authentic, based on the endorsement
of both Bukhari and Muslim.

Abdullah ibn Ahmad Ibn Qudamah, A/-Mughni: Sharh Al-Kabeer
(Cairo: Dar El Hadith, 1998), 10:171.
12

13 Abu Zakariya Muhyi ad-Deen ibn Sharaf An-Nawawi, Saheeh
Muslim bi Sharh an-Nawawi (Ad-Dirasah: Dar Abi Hiyan, 1995),
15:15.

'4Jmam Zaki ud-Deen ‘Abdul-‘Adheem al-Mundhiri, At-Targheeb
wat-Tarheeb min al-Hadeeth ash-Shareef (Beirut: Dar Ibn Hazm,
n.d.), 4:4.
'S Dr. Abu Ameenah Bilal Philips, The Purpose ofCreation (Riyadh:
International Islamic Publishing House, 2005), 37.

'6Tbn Taymiyah recorded this anecdote in As-Sdrim al-Maslool ‘ald
Man Shatama ar-Rasool, vol. 1, p. 31, but he neither authenticated
it nor referenced its source. (Editor)

ibn ‘Ali ash-Shawkhani, /btal Da‘watul Ijma‘ ‘ala
Tahreem Mutlagqis Sima (n.d), 59.

17 Muhammad

'8 Ibid., 52.
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'? Taqi ud-Deen Abul-‘Abbas Ibn Taymiyah, Majmoo‘ al-Fatdéwd
(Cairo: Al-Maktabat at-Tawfigiyyah), 5:566.

Imam Abu Bakr al-Bayhaqi, As-Sunan Al-Kubra (Beirut: Dar
al-Kutub al- Tlmiyah, n.d), 9:234.
“| Malik ibn Anas, A/-Muwattd (Karachi: Nurmuhammad Kutub
Khana, n.d.), vol. 52:2, p. 7.
?? Hakim has graded this hadith authentic, based on the endorsement
of both Bukhari and Muslim.

Chapter 5
23 Tbn Qayyim al-Jawziyah, Maddrij as-Sdlikeen (California: Dar
al-Kitab al-Arabi, 2004), 2:26.
24 The tenth dayofthe IslamicmonthofMuharram; it is recommended
thatMuslims fast on this day to commemorate the victory ofProphet
Moosa (3s) over the Pharaoh.
25 Ahmad ibn ‘Ali Ibn Hajar al-‘ Asqalani, Fath al-Bdari Sharh Saheeh
al-BukhGri (Riyadh: Darussalam, 2000), 10:543.
26 Nasiruddin al-Albani, Adab az-Zafaf(Egypt: Dar as-Salam, 2002),
196.

Chapter 6
27 Salman al-Oudah, Walking the Straight Path: Constancy, Renewal
and the Contemporary Muslim, accessed January 15, 2011, http://
www.islamkenya.com/html/ebooks.html, 2.
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» Z\ppendix

olhave decided to include at the end of this book an article
on entertainment that J originallywrote formy blog. Since this article
was written for a blog and aimed at a younger audience, the style
is casual and different in tone from the rest of this book.

This article has been written for younger readers. Parents who
have read this book, but are having difficulty getting their teenagers
to read it, can refer them to this appendix, inshallah, for a fun look
at this topic.

Top Ten Forms ofHalal Entertainment

By Abu Muawiyah Ismail Kamdar

Many Muslims hold a misconception that having fun is

haram. Nothing could be further from the truth. Having fun is part
of human nature, and Islam is the religion of fitrah (human nature).

Unfortunately, despite the fact that most forms of entertainment are

halal, many Muslims seem to indulge in the haram forms instead.

Here are my top ten favourite halal things to do for fun. However,
do remember that even halal forms of entertainment become haram

through overindulgence and neglecting one’s Islamic duties.
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10. Eating out

Everybody enjoys going out to their favorite fast food joint and

enjoying a delicious chicken tikka or burger. This is completely halal
and extremely fun, especially when you go with company. So go
ahead and enjoy yourself, but just make sure the chicken is halal. ;-)

9. Reading

Not everybody enjoys this, but I do. There’s nothing like
a good book to take your mind off things and help you relax.
Of course, you must choose a book whose content is halal. It is

preferable to read books by Muslims unless you have reached the
level of knowledge to read books by non-Muslim authors and be

able to separate the good from the evil. Don’t forget that the first
command in the Qur’an was to ‘read’. Enjoy your reading, and may
Allah (38) help us all reach the level where we enjoy reading Islamic

books.

8. Swimming

This one has been recommended by the Prophet (#), and
there’s no better way to cool off on a hot day! So make sure your
body is covered appropriately, and enjoy the water this summer.

7. Relaxing .

We all need a break, and nobody can pray all day. The
Prophet (3%) recommended that we live our lives in balance and said:

« There is a time for this and a time for that. » (Muslim)
This essentially means that we should split our day and strike

a balance between Islamic work and living life. So don’t stress when
you get tired; just sit back and relax. It’s perfectly halal! Just don’t
sleep through any prayer times.
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6. Video games and videos

Not all video games and videos are hardm; it is the content
that matters. If you enjoy playing video games and can balance it
with other duties without getting addicted, then go ahead. However,
do make sure you only buy halal games. (That means no Grand
Theft Auto!) The same goes for movies and other videos. Watch

something Islamic or beneficial. Keep away from movies that have
shameless scenes and teach inappropriate things.

Most importantly, don’t get addicted and sit till the time of the
dawn prayer playing Pro Evolution Soccer, because that would then
become haram. Strike a balance! Be careful and responsible when

choosing the content, and don’t try to fool yourself that a certain
movie is halal when you know it’s not, because you can’t fool
Allah (8%) or the angels who are sitting with you, watching every
moment and writing everything down in your book of deeds.

5. Nature

I love nature! Whether it’s the ocean, forests, or animals, I just
love being out in the natural environment. It’s one of the times when
I feel most peaceful and close to Allah (8%). There is no feeling equal
to praying under a tree or on a mountain. Take my word for it and
book your next family holiday at a place of natural beauty like the

Drakensburg Mountains of South Africa. It is beautiful!

4. Nasheeds

I love nasheeds. In them, I have found the perfect replacement
for music and a source of both joy and education for myself. It
was narrated that Umar (#) said: “Singing is the companion of
the traveller.” I don’t know how authentic that narration is, but

Imam Malik did say that there’s nothing wrong with singing while

travelling, so load your cars with CDs of Zain Bhikha and Dawud
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Wharnsby. Throw out the haram music and enjoy halal, beneficial
entertainment as you drive to work and back.

3. Hanging out with the right crowd

Your friends either make you or break you. The Prophet (3)
said: « Every person follows the religion of his best friend, so be

careful whom you befriend. » (A reliable hadith recorded byAhmad,
Abu Dawood and at-Tirmidhi)

Since we are all social beings, hanging out and socialising is

high on our list ofways to have fun. Yet it is very important to have
the right friends. Your friends are the ones who encourage you either
to pray or to skip the prayer and catch a movie. They are the ones
who tell you either that your hijab looks beautiful or it makes you
look old. In the end, who you choose to hang out with will make the

biggest difference in who you become.

2. Playing with kids

] have two baby boys, two baby nieces, a baby brother, a baby
cousin and many other little people in the family. There is nothing
more fun for me than spending time with these innocent, sweet kids
and playing with them. Children are a joy and the coolness ofmy
eyes. On this point, I hate people who cannot stand kids and treat
them badly. It is because of such people in our mosques that many
kids grow up traumatised and hate the mosque in particular and
Islam in general. That is not Islamic at all.

The Prophet (#8) would play with kids even in the mosque.
Sometimes he would prolong his prostration because his

grandchildren were riding on his back. That is the Sunnah! The
Sunnah is not to ban the kids from the mosque and grow] at them
whenever you see them! Playing with children is one of the Sunnah
methods of having fun.
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«Abu Hurayrah reported: The Prophet (@) kissed
his grandson, Hasan ibn ‘Ali, in the presence of Agra’ ibn Habis.
Thereupon, Agra’ remarked: I have ten children, and I have never
kissed any of them. The Messenger ofAllah (38) cast a glance upon
him and said: He who does not show mercy to others will not be
shown mercy. » (Bukhari and Muslim)

Think about that the next time you are unkind to a child.

1. Marriage and all the fun it legalises
?

Being with the opposite gender is the natural desire of every
human. In sucha situation, one has the most fun, especially if the
two are in love. Islam does not prohibit this but promotes it in the
form ofmarriage; it prohibits it only outside ofmarriage. So dump
your boyfriends and girlfriends, get religious and marry a cool

religious person!
The Prophet (3) stressed the importance of marriage many

times and also stressed the importance of having a fun marriage.
If your marital life sucks, your life in general will be miserable.

However, if you are happily married and enjoying it (like I am) then

you can cope with every other problem you face. The Prophet (32)
had fun in his marital life; he raced with his wives, joked with them,
and even was known to have joined in a food fight with them once.

Study his life with them; he was the perfect husband, so let us all
follow in his footsteps.

The Prophet (#) once told a young Companion who had

married an older, previously-married woman: « Why haven’t you
married a virgin who would have played with you, and you would
have played with her? » (Bukhari)

So what are you waiting for? If you’re married, improve the

quality of your marital life and make it a source of fun and pleasure
for yourself. If you’re not married, get married soon and have lots
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ofkids so that you can then do everything else on this list with your
wife and kids. It’s more fun than when you are alone.

I hope you all enjoyed and benefitted from this list. I also hope
that it will assist you in living halal, practising Islam and enjoying it.

May Allah (8) guide us all to the straight and balanced path and put
the love of Islam into our hearts. Ameen (Amen).



Glossary of Dslamic Terms’

abu (or abi) cil «gi father (of)

alhamdulillah 4) teat} all praise is for Allah

dmeen cul accept our invocation; amenO Allah

angel A being made of light who is totally
obedient to Allah and has no free
will; Allah has assigned some angels
specific tasks, like those who record
our good and bad deeds, the Angel
ofDeath, the guardians ofhell, etc.

banu (or bani) cis « 9s ‘lit. ‘children (of)’; usu. referring to a
tribe that claims a common ancestor

bid‘ah innovation, esp. undesired innovation
in matters of religion

43

“The Arabic words are transliterated according to the conventions of the
Transliteration Chart found in this book. If a word has become part of the
English language (that is, is found in a dictionary of Standard English),
that spelling is used in this book and appears first in this Glossary, with the
transliterated form in brackets after it.
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bismillah

deen

Eid (‘eed)

fard

figh

fitrah

hadith
(hadeeth)

halal (halal)

hardm

hijab (hijab)

‘ibadat
(sg. ‘ibadah)

ijma‘

inshallah

kufr

Ai) pans

Oss

we

ely
ilao

chile

alee oi
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in the name ofAllah

religion

lit. festival; the two celebrations:
one at the end of Ramadan and the
other at the culmination of the Hajj

compulsoryvet
Islamic jurisprudence; understanding
or interpreting Islamic law

the natural inclination (of humans)
instilled by Allah

a statement or action of Prophet
Muhammad (38) that was remembered
and recorded by his Companions and
followers

permitted according to Islamic law

forbidden according to Islamic law

veil ordained by Allah for believing
women

acts ofworship

consensus: a method of deriving
rulings in jurisprudence

clea

God willing

disbelief in Allah and/or what
He has revealed

visi



madh-hab
(pl.

makrooh

mubéh

nasheed

qiyas

Sharia
(shari‘ah)

shaykh

shirk

sihr

Sunnah

sunnah

zina

zuhd

Gadde

wd
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school ofjuristic thought
madhéhib)

disliked

permissible

Islamic song

Clas

analogy: a method of deriving rulings
in Jurisprudence

cult

Islamic law derived from the Qur’an
and the Sunnah

AS ya
>

teacher, mentor; scholar

associating partners with Allah

magic

Syd}

the practice and collected sayings
ofProphet Muhammad (3%) that

together with the Qur’an forms
the basis of Islamic law

acts that are recommended but
not mandatory

adultery or fornication

detachment from the material world
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Having Fun The HalalWay
With the advent of technology, the entertainment industry has flourished
and become immensely popular. Combine this with the exponential
advances in technology, and the result is an increasing number of ways
to amuse ourselves. As a result of such advances, Muslims react in a

variety of manners towards entertainment. Some label entertainment as

completely forbidden. This sometimes includes parents who say no to

almost everything that their young ones deem to be ‘fun’, without

providing them with suitable alternatives. Others, who do not want to

take this extreme approach, fall into the trap of excessive use of — and
even addiction to — various sources of entertainment, without any limits.

In Having Fun the Halal Way, |smail Kamdar explores the teachings.of
Islam regarding entertainment. Drawing upon the Quran, the Sunnah
and the understanding of the righteous scholars of Islam, he provides a

detailed and balanced analysis of the topic. He not only explains the
detriments of the current entertainment industry, but also suggests
alternative means to have a good time with friends and family members.
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